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Michigan's
Nude-Mile
Run Draws
Tepid
Response
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

ANN ARBOR, Mich.—Maybe
I dashing buck naked across campus
doesn't raise as many eyebrows as it
used to.
Despite cold temperatures in the
| mid-30s, about 200 University of
Michigan disrobed at midnight
April 22 for the annual "Nude Mile"
run.
As usual, thousands turned out to
I witness the spring event, which cel
ebrates the last day of classes and
was started 12 years ago by mem
bers of the men's crew club.
But at least one female spectator
commented that she was "underimpressed" by the turnout—and, for
that matter, by the stampede of
bare-butted sprinters who attracted
| the gawkers. Even the Daily
Michigan gave the annual dash a
yawn and didn't do a write-up.
| The trouble, says Jim Yood, '
Northwestern University art critic
and theorist, is that American soci
ety has become indifferent to nudi
ty
"It's not so much the content of |
! images that has altered," he told the
Chicago Tribune. "We're familiar
with nudity."
What's numbed us, according to
Yood, are constant displays of nudi
ty in movies, fashion, advertising,
even in T.V. shows such as "NYPD
I Blue."
But while spectators may call it a
bore, participants say there's still
something liberating about a mad
! dash in the buff.
Thomas Dixon, a sophomore
who ran the "Nude Mile" last year,
told the Tribune he regretted sitting
| out this year.
"I ran last year," he said. "It's the |
I most amazing feeling. I mean, it's so
cool, so free."

Final Exam Question #2
The Collect Call
What's the only number to use for all your
collect calls that could instantly win you
cool stuff (lite hip Planet Holly wood
jackets and packs of 24 free movie passes)
every hour, every day?

a)d

b)d

c)d

<l) 1800 CALL ATT
e) HELLO -d

1-800
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«

«

«

For all your collect calls—even local.
(209)477-5264
1&40 Mosaic Way
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A Stjerne job, but somebody had to do it

1

I

Former A5UOP president graduates, and leaves significant changes behind
BILL PARKS
Pacifican guest writer
ASUOP President Alexia Stjerne
will graduate in one week, knowing
she made a mark while attending
UOP. For the past four years, she has
dedicated herself to improving and
serving the students of Pacific.
With her help, ASUOP has made
it easier for students to get money
for different clubs, installed a cabi
net system for the officers, and
improved communication between
constituent schools.
"I think people don't realize some
of the cool things that are happen
ing in ASUOP," said Stjerne. "There
are events like the boardwalk event,
hypnotist Bruce MacDonald, or the
hub-cap cafe which offers bands and
comedy. All those events are paid
for by your (student) fees."
On other topics, the outgoing
ASUOP leader had a variety of
advice and opinions.
When asked about how to
improve voter turnout for next
year's student election, Stjerne said
the candidates need to publicize
more to make students aware of the
issues.
"There was an improvement from
the year before. Slowly, from year to
year, as the candidates publicize and
make students aware of issues they
feel are facing UOP, more people
will come out to vote," said Stjerne.
"I truly believe it is the job of the
candidates to go out and get stu
dents to vote."
In terms of program review,

Scott Kaufmann
Outgoing President Alexia Stjerne gives her parting words.

Stjerne feels UOP is headed in the
right direction.
"I think this has been long await
ed," said Stjerne. "I think it is an
important step for UOP and the
quality of education students
should be receiving for their
money."

Being ASUOP president was no
easy task, and she offered some
advice to Todd Strange, who was
inaugurated last week.
"1 can offer him wisdom to
appoint a good student involve
ment commissioner," said Stjerne.
"We need to keep getting our

name out there, and get people to
know what ASUOP is and what
we're doing."
Stjerne hopes ASUOP and The
Pacifican develop stronger ties of
communication with each other to
help students know what's going on
around campus.
"I think The Pacifican has greatly
improved this last semester," said
Stjerne. "I hope next year's commu
nication affairs commissioner works
very hard to keep communication
lines with The Pacifican and
ASUOP...I don't think we do that
enough."
Stjerne emphasized the impor
tance of students to get involved
with student activities and govern
ment.
"Being involved in something
besides academics in college is such
a great experience," said Stjerne. "1
think you're going to gain, if you
get involved in an organization or
ASUOP, so much more out of your
college experience than just going
to class studying. Anything is going
to broaden your experience here."
Stjerne, from San Diego, is major
ing in business with a concentration
in marketing. Among her accom
plishments include past president of
the School of Business, high school
student body president, and high
school student council president.
"I've always had a desire to
change things and to be involved
and to motivate people," said
Stjerne. "I don't consider myself an
overachiever. I just always have felt
that I could make a difference."

Money talks, and the financial aid walks

Tuition checks provide most student aid
ELISSA LUMLEY
Pacifican staff writer
Do you know where your tuition
money goes?
With cost effective programs
under way, increased tuition, and
proposals for stronger recruitment,
UOP is trying to create more rev
enue. So how are students' dollars
divided up?
"UOP is cutting programs and
raising tuition. It just doesn't make
sense," said junior Farrah Nichols.
"I can't even imagine where my
money is going."
According to John Stein, execu
tive assistant to the President, UOP

returns 40% of tuition dollars back campus. After financial aid, the
to students in the form of financial remaining 60% of tuition dollars is
combined and dispersed as needed
aid.
"The single largest line item in the by the annual budget. These bud
Stockton campus budget is financial gets include COP, professional
aid," said Stein. "Eighty percent of schools, other instruction, student
incoming freshmen will have stu services, staff benefits and physical
plant.
dent aid."
Stein said that as a private institu
Financial reports show that out of
tion,
UOP relies on three sources for
UOP's 1996-97 $86 million budget,
$24 million is dispersed for financial revenue: tuition, endowments and
aid. Additionally, $70 million of annual giving.
"UOP is a tuition driven universi
UOP's income comes from tuition.
ty,"
said Stein "A majority of rev
That leaves roughly $16 million to
enue
(95%) is generated from stu
be generated from other sources.
dent
tuition.
As a result, the budget
Contrary to popular belief, UOP
is
sensitive
to
shifts in enrollment.
does not distribute specific percent
A
factor
which
has been addressed
ages of tuition dollars throughout

this past year."
UOP is exploring financial conser
vation and academic enhancement
through program review as well.
"Program review is all about how
we look at the changing needs of the
institution within the proirities of
the institution," said Stein. "First,
from an academic point of view, its
responsibility to students and facul
ty."
Stein added that UOP is trying to
be more accessible and move away
from its dependence on student
tuition.
"Its not just the parent who can
write the large check, but the stu
dent who can succeed.
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In the Minority

Graduating Mexican student reflects on life at UOp
I

1

SOTERA BARKER
Pacifican guest writer

changed majors, he was doing some because of their focus on what is the
furniture, but it met our neceuir
thing he really wanted to pursue. It meaning of life, and the identity of
and that's all that counted We h !T
also changed his atti
one's self.
a
black and white TV with no
tude.
"Overall,
these "a," sald Mora. "And
™
"I no longer had
classes have made me always working two jobs."
the same mentality
a better person as far
Mora said he knew he wanted ,
that I came in with. I
as making some deci attend UOP after high school
didn't see myself as a
sions," said Mora. "It
"I didn't consider any other univer
Mexican but, as a stu
has made a difference sity. I decided to come to UOP
dent of UOP," he
in my life."
because I could be close to home" H
said.
Mora remembers said.
' e
With the help of
that when his family
Besides his mother, Marta, Mora
faculty and other stu
first moved from has a younger brother, Noe, who also
dents, Mora founded
Stockton to Mexico, attends UOP as a pre-med student He
the
Pacific
and upon his return has a sister, Estella.
Economics Club on
back to the states at
As he stands among his graduating
campus. He feels that
age 12, he didn't class this semester, he will remember
in doing so, it gave
know one word of that UOP has been instrumental in
him an identity on
English.
His family accomplishing his goals.
Scott Kaufmann
campus.
Francisco Mora
was also totally broke.
"UOP has been good to me in a
"Before I changed
"For our first year way that it has made me proud to be
majors, I felt I didn't have an identity here, it was tough. We lived in a
as a student," he said. "But when I house, was not very good looking, no who I am as a Mexican, a student, and
as a person."
became an economics major, I was
able to know who were my col
leagues, who were also economics
majors."
He also attributes his greater com
THEFT
fort on campus to the Mentor classes
When
Price House
he took as a freshman and now as a
Mav 5
Two bicycles
Lot #23
senior. He said he liked these classes
May 5
i auto theft

Feeling alone and out of place,
Francisco Mora wondered if he had
made the right choice in coming to
UOP. That was four years ago, and
this spring he is one out of 79
Hispanic students graduating.
Mora's journey through UOP dra
matizes some of the obstacles faced
by a minority student in a predomi
nantly white college culture, especial
ly one from another country. Of the
728 undergraduates who will receive
a degree this month, 249 are
Hispanic, Black, Asian or Native
American.
Mora said when he entered UOP as
a freshman in the Fall 1993 it was
very difficult. He struggled and
worked very hard.
"1 couldn't believe how much work
had to be done," he said.
In some classes he was the only
Mexican and said he felt uneasy and
out of place. He didn't feel quite wel
comed. But when he changed majors,
everything changed.
Mora changed his major, mechani
cal engineering, to mathematics and
economics after his
third year. He knew
he was more inter Racial breakdown of the 728 undergraduate students
ested in economics. to receive a degree this month:
RACE
#STUDENTS PERCENTAGE
"I had goals that White
479
65%
fit better in econom
131
17%
ics," he said. "My Asian/Pacific Islands
Hispanic
79
10%
goal now is to go to
African-American
21
2%
graduate school and
Unknown/Other
12
1.5%
get my Masters in
*
Native American
6
A p p l i e d
Economics."
= less than 1%
Mora said he felt
Percentages
courtesy of the Registrar's Office
that
once
he

Campus crime report

AVTO BURGLARY

Lot #25

Mmi

Stadium ©Rudkin

Mav 7
When
May 6
When
May 4

Methodist Church
Faye Spanos

May 4
May 4

Arrested for public
intoxication
False report
Subject revoked for

Fulton ©Commerce
Woodbridge
Knoles Lawn

May 5
May 6
May 7

$20,000 Warrant arrest
Warrant arrest
Bee swarm

VANDALISM

McCaffery Center
MISCELLANEOUS

No loss. Attempt only.
Lass
Damage to a Weber BBQ

BacaficStateBank
Your Bank for Your Future

UOP Student Accounts $3.00 per month*
We invite you to stop by one of our offices to discuss:
Credit Cards • Checking Accounts . Savings Accounts &
all other products we offer!!!
6 So. El Dorado
1889 W. March Lane
2020 Standiford Ave.

Stockton
Stockton
Modesto

943-7400
943-3523
577-BANK

Miur time is valuable, and every minute counts.
So don't waste your time shopping around. If you're looking
for qualified, trained and professional people to assist
you with all your computer needs, call Ralph's at 957-5555.

We Take Pride In Our Work!

NATIONWIDE ATM ACCESS
Web Page: www.pacificstatebank.com
E-mail: pacstate@aol.com
Member FDIC
*A

Account must be properly maintained

SOFTWARE &
COMPUTERS

Ralph's Software & Computers
429 East March Lane, Suite. C • Stockton, CA 95207 • 957-5555
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KATIE CORRIGAN
Pacifican guest writer
The weather is warm. The sun is
shining. There are only days left in
the school year and the "senioritis"
epidemic is in full-bloom at Pacific
this May. Seniors and students in
general are getting ready for the
long-awaited break from the every
day routine of classes. Some of
these students told the Pacifican
what they think of this spreading
ailment.
"I definitely have senioritis,"
said Beth Johns, political science
major. "But I hope I don't give into
it until summer school's over."
"Yeah, I have senioritis," said
Jennifer Cecchetti, business major.
"I've had it as long as I've been in
school."
"I have senioritis," said Meegan
McLaughlin, business major, "but I
get to go through it twice because I
have to come back. So we'll see
what happens next semester too."
Some students don't think they
have the fourth year plague.
"I don't think I really have it
because I think I had it last year
more," said Carrie Gulbranson,
communication major. "I feel that
there is so much to do and so little
time to do it."
Justin Matheson, a political sci

COMMENCEMENT
WEEK SCHEDULE
OF EVENTS
Saturday. Mav 17. 1997
1:00 p.m.
McGeorge School
of Law - Arco Arena, Sacramento
Friday. Mav 23. 1997
11:00a.m. E c u m e n i c a l
Baccalaureate Service - MOrris
Chapel
5:30 p.m.
All
University
Convocation - Knoles Lawn
Seniors anxiously await their graduation day.
ence major, complained, "My pro
fessors haven't given me enough
time to have senioritis."
But seniors aren't the only ones
who are ready to be finished with
school, whether it be permanently
or temporarily.
"I'm definitely ready for school
to be over and summer school to
come,"
said
Junior
Crissy
VanEtten. "Thank God I don't
have to stay here for summer
school."
Teachers aren't too different con
cerning the coming vacation.
"I'm teaching one course and

have a lot of research to catch up
on," said Professor Cynthia Eakin
of the Business school. She is also
going to travel with her children.
"I'm looking forward to school
being out," said Professor Roy
Childs of the Sociology depart
ment. "This hasn't been the best
semester, as far as I'm concerned,
as far as student motivation."
"Hallelujah, am I ready for the
semester to be over," said Professor
Douglas Tedards of the English
department. "Yes, I see the light at
the end of the tunnel like the stu
dents do."

What will you do after graduation?
Seniors share their plans as they enter the real world.
REBEKAH SLICK
Pacifican staff writer
In just a few weeks, friends, fam
ily and faculty members will gather
to celebrate and bid farewell to the
University of the Pacific's graduat
ing class of 1997 as they leave their
home at UOP to journey out in
search of a new home and a new
beginning.
Students are taking many paths
away from the Pacific. Some are
planning to continue their educa
tion at other Universities.
"Hopefully I'll be continuing on
to graduate school at San Francisco
State," said senior Lisa Williams.
"I'm leaving UOP to go to the
University of Illinois for a Ph.D. in
communication and to direct the
forensics team," said graduate stu
dent and communication major
Jen Mercieca."
Other students are preparing to
begin various jobs and internships.
"I'm preparing for an internship
in the fall with a company called
Artist Direct," said senior Richelle
Brown.

"I might be getting a job at
Netscape or as a sports reporter in
San Luis Obispo or Sacramento,"
said Bradley Mitchell.
"I'm looking for a pharmaceuti
cal sales position," said Nick
Abramson. "If not, I'll still be rich
and successful and win the lot
tery."
Some students are taking a more
creative approach to their futures.
"I'm going to lead a successful
career as a male exotic dancer,"
said senior Douglas Porter.
"UOP prepared me because at
fraternity parties I would get drunk
and dance on tables. Hopefully in
the real word people won't throw
as much shit at me," he added.
Elissa Lumley is looking into a
different field.
"After graduating I'm going to
work in public relations and jour
nalism," Lumley said. "I plan to
travel around first."
For the most part, although UOP
has it's good and bad points, the
graduates will miss it.
"I will miss UOP to an extent,"
said Kim Beachy. "I won't miss the

unnecessary controversy. I think
this school could focus its energy
on more important problems. But
other than that it's been a good
experience," she added.
"Ya, I'm going to miss UOP. I'll
miss the people, but not the poli
tics," said Jeff Gaddis. "I'll miss my
roommates kegerator and my
roommates TV, and my roommates
stereo, and my roommate. ...But
I'm looking forward to going and
experiencing a revival of my

Scott Kaufmann

Senior Brad Mitchell has big plans.

Saturday. Mav 24. 1997
8:30 a.m.
College of the
Pacific - Knoles Lawn
11:30 a.m. School
International Studies Spanos Concert Hall
2:00 p.m. School
Engineering
5:00 p.m.
Benerd School of
Education - Knoles Lawn
7:30 p.m. Conservatory of
Music - Faye Spanos Concert Hall
Sunday. Mav 25, 1997
8:00 a.m.
School
Pharmacy - Knoles Lawn
11:00 a.m. Eberhardt School
of Business - Knoles Lawn
2:00 p.m.
University
College •
Sunday. lune 15. 1997
2:00 p.m. School
of
Dentistry - Masonic Auditorium,
San Francisco
teenage years," he added.
"I will miss UOP. I like the peo
ple and the faculty," said Richelle
Brown. "I won't miss the way the
administration treats the stu
dents."
"I am (going to miss UOP), when
you're here you bag on everything,
but when you think about it you
think 'this school really changed
me and provided me with a lot of
opportunities that I couldn't have
had anywhere else,' " said Jen
Merceica.
"For what this school does, it
does a good job," she added.
The commencement ceremony
for the Stockton campus college
and schools are on Saturday and
Sunday, May 24 and 25. The
McGeorge School of Law com
mencement is on Saturday, may
17, and the School of Dentistry
commencement is on Sunday, June
15. The ceremony will consist of
approximately 700 graduating
seniors for summer and December
1996 graduates and those complet
ing requirements for graduation in
the Spring of 1997.

YEAR I N REVIEW
UOP in 1996-97: No football, controversies galore
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A review of this year's biggest news
KATIE CORRIGAN
Pacifican guest writer

September

Brad Schumacher returns to UOP
with two gold medals after compet
ing in the 1996 Summer Olympics in
Atlanta, Ga. As part of the U.S.
swim team. Schumacher's wins
included the 800 meter freestyle relay
and the 400 meter freestyle relay.
Schumacher continued to attend
UOP concentrating on receiving his
degree in business administration
along with playing water polo.
The incoming freshman class had
an average combined SAT score of
1120, 107 points higher than the
national average. The students aver
aged 548 on the verbal portion and
572 on the math section. The class
also came in with a GPA of 3.41, com
pared to the average 3.39 of the class
preceding them.

training sessions without the appro
priate pay. They said they would work
45 hours per week but only be paid
for 40 hours. This has been going on
for years at the University. The
Stockton Record reported that
Calaway threatened the officers by
saying he would retaliate because of
the suit.
In his second annual opening
remarks, President DeRosa said
changes needed to be made at the
University, beginning with a lower
tuition increase for students. DeRosa
said the future tuition hikes would
stay within the rate of inflation.
DeRosa introduced the idea that an
18 month long curriculum review
would begin, causing some programs
to be ousted.
Robert Hanyak, professor of com
municative disorders, received the
Faye and Alex Spanos Distinguished
Teaching Award during the Fall 1996
Convocation. Hanyak has been at
UOP since 1985 and is the chair of the
communicative disorders depart
ment.

Student athletes returned to
Pacific to find a change in the ath
letic director's office. Former director
Bob Lee was forced to resign early in
the summer. Taking his place was
Big West championship boosted school
Cindy Spiro as interim athletic direc
October
tor. Faced by the loss of the football
Program review began as the
program, Spiro wanted to focus on DeRosa administration considered would end affirmative action in
the existing sports programs by dropping some of the smaller classes state government and in public col
improving them and looking at the at UOP. Administration officials leges and universities. Some students
positive aspects of the teams.
talked about dropping some of the felt it was more of a rally in favor of
smaller classes in order to reduce the affirmative action instead of an open
The University's public safety offi tuition increases and to maintain the forum for all opinions on the matter.
cers filed a federal lawsuit, seeking quality of education at UOP.
back pay against Pacific and the
Fortner Dean of the School of
police chief, Bob Calaway. The offi
Students discussed the pros and Engineering Robert L. Heyborne died,
cers complained that they were cons of Proposition 209, the October 13. He was dean of the
required to work overtime and attend November ballot question that school from 1969 to 1990. His awards
included Engineer of the Year in 1972,
by the San Joaquin Joint Council of
Professional Engineering Societies
and the Distinguished Alumnus
Award from the College of
Engineering at Utah State University.
The University began considering
calendar changes including the pos
sibility of changing from the semes
ter system to a trimester or quarter
system. Some of the suggestions were
cutting January terms and extending
the summer break, creating a third
semester. The Academic Affairs
Committee was also considering
holding finals over the final weekend
of the semester.

The first annual Fall Festival-Was it festive?

Scott Kaufman

A new centralized dining facility
was proposed by UOP administra
tors. The building would go where
the Quonset huts are currently, mov
ing the Art, Geology and Geography
departments elsewhere. The money
for the project would come from the
insurance settlement from the
Callison fire. ASUOP President Alexia

spirit
Stjerne thought the idea would bring
a sense of community to UOP.
Because of previous problems, a
new set of guidelines was formed for
the selection of the Fall Festival King
and Queen. Charges of ballot-stuffing
and unfair campaigning propelled the
changes. Some new guidelines includ
ed campaigning until midnight the
night before the voting began, and
faculty members on the selection
committee being chosen from all
departments in order to make the
selection process fairer.
UOP administrators began search
ing for a new food service provider, as
Aramark's contract was coming to
an end. Although changes had been
made to the current dining program,
Aramark was one of six candidates for
the new service contract.
The UOP Alcohol Policy Review
Committee met to recommend a ban
on kegs in fraternities. Because
national fraternities are already no
allowed to have these "communa
containers," the only two fraternities
on campus that would be affected ar
Archania and Omega Phi Alpha.

This was the first year students^
Pacific had no Saturday aftern
football games to attend. As
replacement for the traditional
Homecoming game, students org
nized a Fall Festival providing en
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A year of Schumacher gold, "Dead Man on Campus
Tuition increase, early senior finals, campus diversity, all stir debate
tainment for all ages. Jim Belushi and
the Sacred Hearts performed for the
small, wind-blown crowd. Maria
Francois of Kappa Alpha Theta was
crowned Fall Festival's Queen, while
Chase Haag of Pi Kappa Alpha was
crowned the festival's King.

November

A new "instructional technology
task force" was formed in order to
improve relations between students
and teachers. The task force will con
centrate on the improvements
through technology. One of the pos
sibilities would be to interact with
other students and teachers via satel
lite.

The speaker of the VOP Student
Senate, Todd Strange, proposed a
Caucasian club on campus. Strange
argued that there is no reason to have
other clubs based on ethnicity and
not a "Caucasian-American" club for
Caucasians. Members of the Cultural
Coalition wrote a four page response
saying that the Greek system doesn't
make minorities feel welcomed, so
they need to have their own groups.
They claimed the predominantly
white campus is not accepting of their
races and the issues that are impor
tant to them.

December

UOP administrators began dis

ci for the Food Bank of San Joaquin,
25 members gave up most of their
possessions to see what being home
less feels like. The men could only eat
what was donated and could only go
into public places. They could attend
classes and work. The fraternity tried
to raise about $1000.

February

Northern California suffered from
major flooding over the Christmas
break. Over 100 thousand people
were forced to leave their homes as a
result of the flooding. Eight people
died and many others were injured.
President Ik-Rosa makes good on
his promise to keep the tuition
increase for the 1997-1998 school
year the lowest in 20 years. Basic
tuition increased $540. Room and
board increased $110. Faculty mem
bers also received an average 3% pay
raise.
Administrators announced that,
for the first time in 10 years, the
University was debt free. By using
investments, UOP was able to pay off
an $8.3 million debt after borrowing
money for years. President DeRosa
said that by paying off the debt,
finances may be more stable In the

the state and double it, helping with
the tuition significantly.
The UOP debate team won the
Northern California
Forensh s
Association State Championship.
Scott Stroud, Kristen Taglia, and Tai
Bogan were among the winners, each
taking first in various categories. The
team was one out of 27 Northern
California colleges.
Although early finals for seniors
will not take place in the years to
come, seniors will have a week off
this year. The Academic Council
decided to keep the tradition of
"seniors week" this year, but this is
the last year. Proposed schedules
included having classes end on a
Tuesday, with Wednesday becoming a
study day, followed by finals
Thursday and Friday. Exams will con
tinue
on
Monday
through
Wednesday.
San Francisco 49ers President
Carmen Policy came to UOP arul
spoke on the topic "The NFL as a
business." More than 500 students
turned out for the speech In Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. In a reception
|ust before the speech, Policy spoke
about the possibility of holding the
training camp here for the Bay Area

Football? 49ers? Concerts? Empty stadium needs action.
Film crews came to UOP in order
to film an upcoming Robin Williams
film. The school was turned into
Medfield College for a day while film
ing took place for the establishing
shot in "Flubber." Some of Pacific's
students were part of the filming as
extras. The film is set to come out in
December of 1997.
During the program review, 13 pro
grams voluntarily pulled some of
their majors due to decreasing enroll
ment. Some of the 13 included
History, Master of Arts of COP;
Linguistics, Bachelor of Arts of COP;
Political-Economy, Bachelor of Arts
also of COP; and Education
Administration and Foundations,
Ed.D. Other departments were mak
ing sure they were prepared to defend
themselves when and if the time
came.
A* • A# A* A* A*
AH M *

cussing the possibility of terminating
early finals for seniors. Faculty mem
bers complained that preparing two
separate but equal finals for students
is time consuming and tedious. They
were also concerned with seniors not
receiving all of the class material.
Students were not fond of this idea
because of the stress that can result
from not knowing if they will gradu
ate until the last minute.
A new plan to increase the mini
mum grade point average for frater
nity and sorority rush would go into
effect in 1998. Instead of the current
2.0 needed to rush a fraternity, men
will initially need a 2.1. The required
GPA will increase by one point over
the following four years, eventually
reaching 2.5.
Fraternity Pi Kappa Alpha decided
to get a taste of reality. As a fund-raisA 4 (•.! A* AA

UOP is becoming a popular setting for films.

years to come.
A new promise by UOP to match
Cal Grant scholarships will make
coming to UOP that much easier. The
administration decided to take the
money a student was receiving from

team. The camp will not be held here
this summer, but will be in Rocklin as
in past years.

See Year in review page 8
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UOP came out; S.T.A.N.D. stood up
The column, "Ask Pebbles and
Bam-Bam" received criticism from
UOP Alumni. Jason McFaul wrote a
Letter to the Editor saying that the
column has become "detestable." He
argued that professors may take the
paper home and their children would
read the suggestive material.

After winning the Big West
Tournament in Reno, Nev, the Tiger
Basketball team made it to the
NCAA Tournament in Salt Lake
City, Utah. In the first round, they
faced St. Joseph's. The trip to the tour
nament was short, however, when
the Tigers lost 75-65.

A memorial for two Stockton fire
fighters was held in Spanos Center.
Bryan Jacob Golden and Brett Alan
Laws were killed in a house fire when
it collapsed. Also killed was the resi
dent of the home. Oscar J. Berrera was
injured, but attended the memorial
on a hospital bed. Firefighters from all
over California had a procession in
the streets of Stockton.

After leaving Pacific to keep play
ing football, many players on schol
arships returned to Stockton to fin
ish their education and receive the
remainder of their scholarship
money. The players said they came
back because they feel a special bond
with the University and want a degree
from UOP.

UOP installed automatic doors as
a result of a disabled student coming
to the University. In order to ensure
that disabled students are more inde
pendent, automatic doors were
installed in WPC, the Classroom
building on the South Campus, the
main library and Bannister Hall.
Rick Morat, director of Student
Activities, was elected president of
the Association of Fraternity
Advisors. The organization is to help
people who work in student affairs
and helps advise fraternities and
sororities.

March

Faculty at UOP get a significantly
lower salary than professors at other
schools. The Faculty Compensation
Committee reported that faculty
members at UOP in Stockton receive
a total of $2.2 million to $4.2 million
less than faculty members at compa
rable schools. President DeRosa said
he would make this one of his top pri
orities.
More classes tn the Fall of 1997
will be scheduled as night classes
than ever before. This plan is to help
students have more than one option
when scheduling their classes.

After being condemned last May
for fire code violations, UOP officials
say the Omega Phi Alpha fraternity
house will reopen in the Fall of1997.
There were some delays in the con-

finally came "out of the closed*
her sitcom. Students had a c
out party voicing their appro°^
A;

John Stein, executive assistant to
the president, said there are still
questions about whether a central
ized dining facility will take the place
of the dining halls around campus.
Although they are receiving plans
and estimates from companies in this
field, the main concern is the place
ment of the departments who will be
left homeless as a result of the facility.
The Geology, Geography and Art
departments will be displaced if the
facility does take the place of the
Quonset huts.

April/May

After being accused of "using the
Pacifican to further (his) campaign,"
ASUOP Presidential candidate and
Pacifican editor Derk Pippin and his
running mate, Ryan Bazeley, were
penalized by having 20 votes taken
away from them. Although they
appealed the decision, the candidates
were still punished and lost. The new
ASUOP President, Todd Strange, will
take office next semester.
Four majors that were part of
the program review were saved
after complaints by faculty and stu
dents. The Humanities majors,
including art history, classics, music
history and religious studies, will not
be terminated.

S.T.A.N.D. students will not be ignored.
struction, but now the house will be
open for members to take residence.
There will be a new contract, involv
ing UOP physical plant, in order to
keep the regulations up in the house.
Another plan was circulated to
drop January term starting in 1998.
Instead of the three week term, a 15
week summer session will be in effect.
With this new plan students will be
able to graduate in three years instead
of four, but students have mixed feel
ings about the proposal.

Scott Kaufman

Ellen's sexual orientation.
Film crews took over UOP for two
weeks, as they filmed the upcoming
movie "Dead Man on Campus."
While filming the Paramount Pictures
and MTV film, Pacific was turned into
Daleman College. The crews used
Archania and Omega Phi Alpha as the
fraternities on campus. Some UOP
students participated in the filming as
extras. Students weren't happy with
the inconveniences brought to the
school by the movie people.

From the chief's desk

Beware of cell phone fraud; it could happen to you

BOB
BOB CALAWAY
CALAWAY
Pacifican guest writer

people have become victims of cel
eellular telephone fraud.
With the growth of portable cellu
On the way home from work, a lar phones, many criminals have
person dashes into a convenience added a new tool to their inventory
store to pick up a gallon of milk. In for committing criminal acts.
haste, a portable cellular telephone
Stolen and cloned phones
is left on the front seat of the quickly becoming popular tools are
or
unlocked car.
criminals, not only to obtain free
tree
When the person returns, the tele phone service, but also to conduct
phone is gone. Across town, another illegal activities using equipment
cellular telephone owner opens the that hinders law enforcement tradi
mail and discovers over $800 in calls tional wire-tapping techniques.
that were never made. Both of these
Every cellular phone has an elec

tmnir
tronic serial number. When people
buy phone service, they receive an
additional number.
This number is known as a mobile
identification number. Together,
these numbers make each cellular
phone unique. In essence, they serve
phone'ss fingerprint.
as the'• phone
Unfortiinatpiv
Unfortunately, these n..m^
numbers are
vulnerable to thieves. Anytime the
phone is turned on, whether the
owner is USING IT OR NOT, a crimi
nal can use an electronic serial num
ber reader.

This reader can snatch the ele
tronic serial number-mobile identii
cation number combination virtua
ly right out of the air. A secon
machine allows the thief to key
stolen numbers into anotner
another pu"
phon<
that also may be stolen,
Using
Using this cloned phone, the t
,i i__
obtains free cellular
service, wr
the unsuspecting person is s 1
with the bill.
If you have a question, please
Bob Calaway at ext. 3034.
r
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EDITORIAL

Probably Been there, Probably done that
It seems like yesterday we were packing
up the car and driving the few hours it
would take to reach our new home. We
left behind dogs, friends, and a packed
fridge for the unfamiliar environment of
UOP. Seems like yesterday, OK, two days
ago. The important part being that we,
just like everyone before, never thought
graduation was a concept that applied to
us.
For some, graduation is the most terrify
ing of times. So many questions go unan
swered: "Will I have to pay for car insur
ance now?" or "Now that I've graduated,
can I still live with you, Mom?" Graduates
are slowly learning the true meaning of
that saying overheard in our elementary
years, "Your future is in your hands."
Now, more than ever, our future is in our
hands. Unfortunately, so are our bills.
On a serious note, graduates-to-be are
looking forward, much like Columbus, to
the new world. We are anxious to test the
value of our UOP diploma, and see if it
will give back (salary), anywhere near

what we (and our parents) put into it.
Not surprising are those seniors who
simply refuse to leave. We call them grad
uate students. Funny how people love
this place so much.
The Pacifican's seniors would like to rec
ognize all the faculty and friends that
have made a difference in our lives. So,
stand up and be proud (look at all the
people standing); you should know who
you are. And if you don't know, then
please, assume you are. Without people
like you, we might not have made it.
For some people, four or five years of
college at UOP is just coming to an end,
while the younger ones still envision keg
parties (oops - guess not), late night com
puter glitches, and thousands of dollars in
Express to happily spend. We don't know
which is better, but at least we seniors can
now experience keg parties and late night
computer glitches in the "real" world—
with a piece of paper to prove that we've
probably been there and probably done
that.

Pacifican editorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our office
on the third floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us at pacifican@UOP.edu. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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Letter

God bless you both
Dear Editor:

1 would like to commend
Matthew Netto and John Paul
Riley's articles in the last issue. Both
of you are incredibly brave, honest,
and most importantly, informative.
People need to understand that
there are gay people everywhere,
and they're just like everyone else.
My dad came out of the closet
five years ago, when he was 62
years old. Imagine living 2/3 of
your life, having to deny who you

truly are. I've often wondered how
things might have been different
for him if he'd had your courage
and come out earlier. He was afraid
to tell me, but I can't imagine not
ever loving or respecting him, and I
can't imagine ever having a better
father.
I consider myself to have a close
relationship with God. I can only
speak from my own beliefs, but I
think both of you are accepted and
blessed by him already. Otherwise,
why would he have given the two

of you the gift of courage,
and the ability to educate
people? How many people
do we know that would put
their personal identities out
in the open, knowing that
others may attack them?
I think you guys are pret
ty incredible. God bless you
both.
Jane Stuart Edel
Graduate Student

Letter

Out of a different closet
Dear Editor:

It seems that Ellen DeGeneres has
touched off such a fervor that the
wind (of change) from the closet
doors swinging open can even be felt
here at UOP. Sadly, my lifestyle is
probably looked down upon more by
the media (e.g. the Pacifican includ
ed) and really most of society than
any of the ones' who have been com
ing out of the closet as of late.
I'm a conservative Christian. First,
as a Christian I would like to apolo
gize to all the gay and lesbian people
for the behavior of "so-called chris
tians" who hurl their slings and
arrows at you from atop their selfrighteous mountains. Notice that I
said so-called and didn't capitalize
christian (I will continue this form
throughout when referring to these
types). You see, God showed me when
I was first touched by Him that the
way to tell a "Real Christian" was by
the love they have for their fellow
man (i.e. this includes gays, blacks,
Jews, drunks, etc.). You see, we are all
sinners and nobody has the right to
judge anyone. Only God can do that.
I also want to go on record to say that
anyone using derogatory remarks

when referring to gays, lesbians, or
anybody, for that matter, should be
tested for self-esteem problems, then
told to shut the hell up.
As a Christian who supports the
cause of the less powerful (Jesus did
as you know), I do support gay rights
as a citizen of this country. The point
of divergence that I come to with
Gays and the articles in the Pacifican
Inquirer (ha! ha!) is that for one,
when you lump all christians togeth
er as right-winged gay-bashers, aren't
you guilty of the same thing which
you are so desperately fighting against
(i.e. stereotyping, prejudice, insulting
behavior, etc.)?
Secondly, in the Netto/Riley arti
cles, it is stated that christians think
that gays are products of Satan, which
should be terminated. 1Corinthians
6:9, Romans 1:24-27, and Leviticus 18
& 20 also exclude them from Heaven.
This is simply not the case. Christians
know that they are products of God
and 1COR 6:9 also states that fornica
tors, adulators, drunkards, thieves,
won't receive the Kingdom of God.
If I, being a heterosexual, go
around fornicating (single sex), I
won't receive the Kingdom either.
The question is an age old one, do

Letter

you love God more than you
Next week: Hello summer, qoodbye seniors
love your "preferred" sin.
We all are sinners (ALL) but
Additionally, it is one thing to be a
the time comes in everyone's life
tempted,
but a celibate gay, or gay
when Jesus will ask, "Do I mean more
and
occasionally
transgressing and
to you than your lifestyle?" Just like
then
repenting,
but
to be telling God,
the rich man who claimed to have
"I
don't
care
what
You
say, I will live
kept all the commandments (which is
my
life
how
I
please,"
is
a totally dif
impossible) and asked "what else do I
ferent
thing.
This
problem
(gay or
need to inherit the kingdom of God?"
straight)
is
nothing
new
("they
did
Jesus answered, "go sell all that you
what
was
right
in
their
own
eyes"
have and follow Me," and the rich
man went away dejected. The thing Judges, Joshua, Dueteronomy). We
wasn't that the rich man had to sell have been doing this since the begin
all that he had to go to Heaven. It was ning of time (i.e. love of money,
that he loved money more than God! power, self, pride, and yes, sex)! So
Now comes my coming party (I'm really you're not alone. "The whole
scared), I'm totally heterosexual, but world is watching" and giving its
I'm celibate (I know it sounds nuts, approval (on sin that is).
It's the "true Christians" that the
but unless you know God, I can't
world
really hates. Oh, and with all
explain it), because I love God more
sin
"it
seems good for a season," but
than I love my sexuality. I know what
eventually,
it will become empty,
you're thinking (besides, "you're
unsatisyfing,
and unfulfilling. But,
nuts"), "I at least have the hope of
take
heart,
when
that time comes for
finding a wife, but gays can never
you,
God
will
be
there with His
have "sanctified" sex. Well, I know
unending
Love,
which
will give you
gays feel that they are born this way
satisfaction,
fulfillment,
and a peace
and will never change, but isn't that
that
surpasses
all
understanding!
also saying that God isn't big enough
or powerful enough to change their
Clark Robins, Graduate Student
preferences? That isn't the God I
know.

A lack of professional courtesy
Dear Editor
I recently submitted an article to the
Pacifican outlining some points that
were discussed at a Diversity Week-97
discussion on "Stockton's Diversity
and What it Means to UOP." I sub
mitted the article to your Opinion
Editor, Jeff Gaddis, for the April 24th
issue. Jeff told me that the article
looked "great" and that I needed to
shorten it to a page. I did this and
handed it to him the next day. I made
it very clear to Jeff that if he could not
publish the article to please let me
know. I left work and home phone
numbers and was never called, so I
assumed it would be printed on the

24th.
Perhaps it was my fault for assuming
so, but I was disappointed to discover
that the editors don't really hold regu
lar office hours. Interesting, as a for
mer yearbook editor, and newspaper
staff member, I wonder how that
works. Maybe that's just it, it doesn't. I
could only hope that Jeff received my
message and since, again, he didn't
return my call, I thought that maybe
the article would go in the May 1st edi
tion. Well, since it didn't go in, I went
back to the Pacifican to speak with Jeff
(leave a message) when I decided it
wasn t worth the trouble, given his
record of taking the minute it would
take to respond. I then decided to just

pick up my disk. I couldn't find it on
his desk and was then informed that it
may be in a box on the secretary's
desk. When I went to the desk, I found
my disk in a box with a card labeled
"Need a Disk? Reformat one of these"
or something to that extent. Okay, this
was inexcusable, my disk is used for
other purposes at work and I had it
fully labeled, so that when Jeff was fin
ished with it, he could let me know, so
I could pick it Again, I assumed that
based on professional standards, I
would get a call since it was obvious
that Jeff had no intention of printing
the article, and I probably shouldn't
have relied on that. I apologize for my
poor attempts at disguising my anger,

but 1 have worked with the Pacifican
several times during my time here at
UOP. Yes, I recognize that there are
obvious difficulties running a paper on
a campus this small, but there is no
excuse for a lack of professional cour
tesy. I also wonder how you can seri
ously advertise for people to submit
articles, only to never have them
printed and no contact made as to that
fact. It's no wonder it's so difficult to
get people to write for the paper. If the
article isn't fit for printing, simply te
me that, and if it just doesn't work m
the layout of the Pacifican at all, again,
letting me know would be nice. This
see Courtesy pa9e ^
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Aramark uses bad taste when dealing with students
Dear Editor:

This letter should've been written a
week ago. However, I had to have
some time to cool off. Everywhere we
go, college students face the stringent,
insulting looks of adults. When they
look at us, they see wild parties, no
morals, and the typical college animal
portrayed in every movie ever made.
Although this is most often a negative
stereotype, it is an all too common
view held by adults not associated
with the university system. When
faced with this skepticism, college stu
dents must learn to accept this "out
side world view" and continue our
studies in the safe haven of the cam
pus. Unfortunately, this "outside
world view" has apparently made it's
way into the system here at UOP.
Ironically, it's not the instructors that
are guilty, but the people whose sole
purpose on this campus is to serve the
students and faculty. The guilty
ones...the food service staff—
Aramark.
I and fellow graduate students have
made a habit of dining at the
Redwood Room for lunch almost
once a week. This tradition started last
August, and has been a nice break

)

grr

ffrom
t—A .lane. Thursday
mrn th.
the fast food
morning of last week, I decided to
check the menu of the Redwood
Room to see if we wanted to dine
there for lunch. As 1 entered, 1 noticed
most of the tables had RESERVED
signs on them. 1 asked the worker set
ting up the dining area if it would be
possible to reserve a table for lunch.
She told me there were a couple left
and I could reserve one, simply by
talking to the "boss" back in the
office. She was very pleasant (as she
usually is) as she directed us to the
office in the kitchen. We knocked on
the door and it was answered by the
"boss," who was in no means trying
to practice customer service. I told her
we would like to reserve a table for
lunch. Before I could finish the
request, she started shaking her head
and blatantly stated, "NO. Absolutely
not...there's no room." I then told her
that the lady outside just told us there
were several tables still available. She
then huffed and puffed and asked for
our names, stating she would try to fit
us in.
It took all I had to not tell her what
I thought of her, her holier-than thou attitude, and her measly little
office. But, considering the source, I

, ,, .. .
ZJ
decided to let it go.
I do, however, have to apologize for
the words 1 spoke as 1 left. The two
nice ladies setting up the dining area
witnessed my loudly expressed
thoughts on the situation. My main
response was simple: "If I was a facul
ty member, would I have had the
same problem getting a reserved
table? Probably not."
I would like to be able to say this is
an isolated incident, but once again,
that is not the case. Every time I go
visit the Summit, 1 am greeted with
the same cavalier, "1 don't owe you a
thing attitude." We are treated at the
register with great disrespect, yet the
faculty member next in line is greeted
with a "How are you today?" Is there
some hidden law that places students
on the lower level on the ladder of
respect? 1 have yet to even have a
price quoted to me at the register.
They just take my money like it's
theirs to begin with.
Now, don't get me wrong, there are
exceptions to this outlandish behav
ior. Several of the ladies in there are
some of the nicest I have met, and the
director(forgive me, I do not know his
name) has always been very pleasant
to talk to. But, the majority of the

...
staff severely needs a crash course in
etiquette. If they do not like college
students, why in the world are they
working on a college campus?
What all this boils down to is
respect. College is hard enough and
we shouldn't have to worry about the
lunch lady (that fear left me in third
grade).
As much as the Aramark staff
would hate to admit it, we are the
generation that will run this nation
and some of us are busting our butts
to secure a sound and financially sta
ble future for ourselves and our even
tual families. It was a decision of our
own to go to college and that alone
should stand for something. We're
not just stupid, immature college stu
dents; some of us have already forgot
ten more than others will ever learn.
So, how about it Aramark? How
about showing us a little more respect
and courtesy? You never know when
you'll be serving the next president of
the United States. The next Charles
Darwin. The next Picasso. Or maybe a
profession a little closer to
home...your next boss.
Sincerely,
Derik Stone, Graduate Student

APPLY NOW FOR A
POSITION AT ASUOP'S
CERY.
A
Applications can be picked up in
the ASUOP office and will
be available through the summer.
H/
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Homosexuality: Natural or 'nurtural'?
Genetics downplayed as cause of homosexuality
ERIC DEWEES
Pacifican staff writer
Is homosexuality genetic? Is nature
or nurture the determining factor for
our sexual preference? Are there neu
rological differences in gays? Is there
a genetic marker which would let
people know if they are gay, much
like a blood test lets you know if you
have a disease?
Those who argue that homosexual
ity is indeed genetic commonly cite a
1993 study by the National Cancer
Institute (NCI), which studied forty
pairs of gay brothers whose blood
revealed a unique genetic marker on
the X chromosome. The marker
appeared in thirty-three of the forty
pairs of brothers, and was thought to
be passed on from the mother to her
sons. This marker, according to the
study, would create a fifty percent
chance in the male of being homo
sexual.
The NCI study is ultimately worth
less. In recent years, various laborato
ries have claimed finding genes
responsible for causing alcoholism,
manic depression, schizophrenia,

and criminality. All these claims have
been recently retracted upon further
study. The "evidence" for the X chro
mosome predisposing someone
toward homosexuality may also be
disproved.
Proponents of the genetic predis
position argument do not stop at
genetic markers. They also think that
neurological differences exist in gays.
The Salk Institute, in La Jolla
California, studied the brains of some
forty-one cadavers, including nine
teen homosexual men.
The study revealed that the portion
of the hypothalamus thought to con
trol homosexuality was less than half
the size in the gay men than in the
heterosexuals. The smaller size of the
hypothalamus proves, to researchers,
that there is a fundamental difference
in the genetic makeup of men with
differing sexual orientation.
There is one very serious flaw to
the Salk Institute's study. They stud
ied the hypothalamus of forty-one
men who died of AIDS, a disease
known to affect brain tissue. What
they discovered may be a result of the
disease. They never interviewed the

men, either. So they could never have
positively determined the men were
gay, and not bisexual.
Moreover, various parts of the
brain change in response to a per
son's personal experience. For exam
ple, newly blind people who learn to
read Braille show growth in the por
tion of the brain that controls the
reading finger. Perhaps the small
hypothalamus could have been the
result of a homosexual lifestyle, not
the cause of it.
Environmental factors lead to
homosexuality. Psychologists think
that most homosexual men develop
that way because of absent, distant,
or detached fathers and controlling,
oppressive mothers. Environmental
and cultural influences—not preor
dained genetics—determine a per
son's sexual preference.
Let us not forget that human
beings procreate in male-female pairs.
We are anatomically designed to
mate with a member of the opposite
sex. To say homosexuality is genetic
goes against everything we know
about biology and evolution. We are
very clearly biologically heterosexual.

It seems that many of these stud
ies, which support the idea that
homosexuality is genetic, are pro.
moted by homosexual activists jyi
use the studies to equate homosexu
ality with an immutable characteris
tic, such as skin color or ethnic ori
gin, in their drive to create support
for an entirely new category 0f
behavior-based civil rights. In other
words, politics, not science, is drivine
the debate.
The July 15, 1993, issue of The
Washington Post reports that homo
sexual experimentation among high
schoolers has increased considerably
in recent years, as schools have pre
sented homosexual activity as nor
mal, desirable, and even "cool."
Sexually vulnerable young people are
being steered onto a behavioral path
that they and their families will sore
ly regret and which will cost some of
them their lives at an early age.
Homosexual behavior, like other
destructive vices, can be learned and
unlearned. Under no circumstances
should it be promoted, particularly
through the misrepresentation of sci
entific studies.

self from, now, can cut to the bone.
Though the pain is great, we must
never stop searching.
Love is one of the last few things
we have that personifies our humani
ty. Without it we become hard, guard

ed, and in some cases, cold. Therefore,
be careful, be cautious, and at the
same time, be open. For, love is worth
the risk just to give your soul rest. Of
course, that's just how I see things,
and I'm just here to let you know.

Let's chat, shall we?

NEIL WILLIAMS
Pacifican staff writer

I would like to take this time to,
once again, talk about relationships of
the heart. I like bringing it up because
it is such an interesting topic with so
many levels. I mean, think about it,
anything at all could cause a disagree
ment on who a person should be
involved with. Their religion, their
sex, their skin color, their race, their
political belief, the amount of time
they did in prison, anything.
We come to a close of yet another
school year. Relationships made here
brace themselves for the change.
Some will be separated during the
summer, some will move in with each
other, some will break up, and some
will say they love each other for the
first time. Love is a funny thing.
It happened one day that a friend
and I were discussing relationships.
The friend who hadn't dated for a
while (by choice mind you) asked me
why people found relationships so
necessary. True, my friend understood
the special feelings of having some
one in his life, it was just hard to grasp
how some people base so much of
their lives on them. I didn't have an
answer. Till one day, of course, I
thought about a song.
The lyrics went "all of my friends
are in relationships, some of them
good ones, some of them bad ones.
Some of the bad ones took a turn for
the better, and some of the good ones

ended up sad ones. You see, lovin', it
ain't hard to get, but I need a friend
not just a lover..." That's when the
light came on.
What is so special about relation
ships, really? After all, they simply are
just good friends who kiss a lot, aren't
they? No, they are not, and I'll tell
you why. The special thing about
finding that special someone revolves
around a need to be weak. Confused?
We all hear about the power of
love. How we fight for it, how it
strengthens us, when actually you
become strong, so you can be weak.
When you find that connection with
that special person in your life, you
establish a trust, a foundation for you
to fall upon.
It's different from every day friends,
because your friends are with you for
your common strengths. The one you
love is someone who sees all your
weakness and faults and just wants
you more.
In the life we lead, we are taught to
fight, show no weakness, be strong
above all. With someone who loves
you, you don't have to be strong, you
don't have to be tough, you just have
to be. No fronts, no guarding of the
heart. You leave yourself open and
weak before the person, and let him
or her see who you truly are. That is
the unique part of love.
That's why it hurts so much when
someone betrays the love. You leave
yourself open for the person. So,
things that normally you shield your

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or$1,500, which
ever amount is greater,

up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default
^ And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.
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Fresh(man) Longtime tradition comes to a close
Perspective
ALEX ZAMANSKY
Pacifican staff writer
The END is here. Actually, this is
just the beginning of my column, but
I thought I would say that just to grab
your attention, and since you are
reading this...well, it must have
worked.
If there is
te thing
have
earned
living
lere, it is
tat you
ver need
alarm
t to wake
up in
t h e
morn
ing. I
mean,
w h y
have
just an annoying beep-beep-beep,
when you can hear the loud, blasting
roar of the motor coming from the
guy who blows leaves outside your
window?
It doesn't make sense to wake up
with an alarm clock when given the
alternative situation. Just ask Mike
Kojis.
Have you ever taken a test where
everyone, including you, thought it
was hard, but you didn't get your test
back for a week; thus driving you and
everyone else to insanity? Well, this
happened to a really good friend of
mine.
Her name is Kelly Liebengood, and
she is a really cool gal. Anyway, the
point of this is to tell you that for a
week, all she said to me was that she
was nervous about her grade, and I
mean all week. She made me nervous
after awhile! Any Psychology majors
out there who can help? (long sigh)
I am kinda going out on a limb
here, but since this is the last issue of
the year, 1 think 1 can say this without
getting my butt kicked too badly—
Why was the title of last week's paper
entitled "UOP Steps Out Of the
Closet?"
I understand about that one actress
who told the world what she is like
and about the "party" that went on
here, but to say that "UOP steps out
of the closet" sounds like a vast
majority of us students and faculty
here are gays and lesbians.
Well, that is not entirely accurate. I
have no problem with these kind of
people. But, I do have a problem
r—,1, „„„„ to

KELLY RANKIN
Pacifican staff writer

Forgotten TV legends and
Cinderella. Chorus lines and
clowns. Human pyramids and
sword fights.
These images are all from Band
Frolic skits in past years. The long
standing UOP tradition pitted vari
ous fraternities, sororities, and resi
dence halls against each other in a
competition to see who could
come up with the best musical skit.
But the 69-year-old tradition was
scheduled to be on May 16th this
year, but has been canceled due to
lack of participation, said director
Alan Scott.
"We ran out of groups and fig
ured it wasn't worth the effort for
only one group to participate," said
Scott.
This year Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
a professional music fraternity,
took over control of Band Frolic
from the Conservatory. The event
was rechristened, "The Show" for
1996-97.
Dr. Eric Hammer, director of
Bands and Music Education, said

he decided the Conservatory would
not sponsor Band Frolic, because it
seemed the whole campus was too
busy.
"Something has changed in the
school," said Hammer. "We used to
have IS groups participate."
Hammer is positive about Band
Frolic and its history.
"Philosophically, I think it's a
great idea," he said. "It's an idea
that maybe will resurface."
Hammer said in recent years
when students had to make the
choice whether to practice for Band
Frolic or study, "It came down to
the studies."
Scott realizes that everyone has
gotten busier and that participat
ing is a big commitment.
"The requirements to put on a
good show are rigorous," he said.
"It takes quite a bit of planning and
it's difficult to organize."
Nathan Gonzales, now a senior,
participated in Band Frolic his
freshman and sophomore year.
"Interest in Band Frolic since my
freshman year (1993-94), when it
seemed very popular, has dwindled
to next to nothingness," he said.

"It seems students and groups are
not willing to put in the time nec
essary to prepare for such an event
as this.
"It is much easier to put together
an athletic event which requires far
less preparation."
Junior Michele Hasson said, "It's
too bad they had to cancel it, but
they should publicize it more and
have it earlier in the year so that
they will have more participants."
A few students did not even
know Band Frolic existed.
"What's Band Frolic?" said fresh
man Jenny Nickerson.
Freshman Regina Fuller said.
"Apparently I don't know what it
is."
Will "The Show" ever go on?
"Phi Mu Alpha is planning on
sponsoring it next year, but they
do not have dates set," said Scott.
One student hopes that this will
not be the end of Band Frolic.
"I'd like it to pick up again," said
Chantelle Lowe, who helped orga
nize Trl Delta's show. "Not only is
it a lot of fun, it is a big tradition
for the University and for a lot of
groups on campus."

Ghosts of Concerts Past
Concert."
The image of UOP was perma
nently tarnished.
One student who attended the
Eight days ago someone was mur
show summed it up, "I came to
dered in the stadium.
watch the bands and listen to live
The event: A Rock Concert
music. I didn't come to watch a
The year: 1972
The vibrations from that day- bunch of bozo's fight."
—
Now as the edifice sits empty,
have outlived Gary Ross
I dying from disuse, the question
Lemmons, a 19-year old
that beckons is: Is it time to
bystander hit by a stray bul
move
on?
let from the gun of a member
"The last good band that
the Flying Skulls Motorcycle Club
played here was
of Stockton. While Fletcher Todd
Toad the Wet
24, was charged with the mur
Sprocket," said
der, it was UOP that served the
Brad
senior
sentence, getting sued for failing to
properly control the 30,000 mem
bers in attendance, and putting an
end to major blowouts at Stagg
Stadium.
"It seems like it was yesterday
when 28,000 people filed into the Mitchell. "That was
three
UOP football stadium to see (almost)
Chicago and Madura (Tower of years ago."
"What this
Power, Ten Years After and Wild
Turkey,)" Pacifican (*72) staffer campus really needs is a bar.
Mark Hull wrote. "I left the stadium Bands should play on cam
with a feeling of satisfaction. It had pus every weekend," said
freshman Steve Sydney.
been a good day."
"Pacific
hour concerts suck."
The next day's headlines in the
Most students agree that music
Stockton Record reflected the oppo
site sentiment, however: "Four deserves a place on campus, though
People Overdose at Chicago some are troubled by the thought
Vf i. ;i N 5H i)tf /
ygAIV
it
4 A* if A V*}9 'HW
DIRK PIPPIN
Pacifican Staff Writer

of inviting all of Stockton on to the
campus. Nevertheless, UPBF.AT's
most recent function included
music and dancing and went off
without incident..
Glna Palooka, one of the event's
organizers said this year's event was
a step in the right direction, and
the 1997-98 calendar will most like
ly see a big name band at Pacific.
"I wanted No Doubt, but they
wanted $150,000," she said. "Cake
wanted over $20,000."
Still, the best was to enjoy the
music scene at UOP is to go some
where else. Venues like Guidi's
offer the city's best and closest
opportunities to experience live
music. But students say they feel
alienated by having to be over 21 to
get into bars.
"Its disappointing. I think the
university should take advan
tage of having so many people
in such a small condensed
area," said Pacific's Johnny
Hirschbein. the lead singer for
the
UOP
based
band
Everyman (formerly Corduroy
Pocket.)
"As far as the past, the whole vio
lence act. it doesn't has* to be that
way. It's just friends telling stories."
he said.
jr.*** um
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Depeche Mode shows ''Ultra7' dark side
RYAN BAZELEY
Pacifican staff writer
Ultra
Depeche Mode
(Mute/Reprise)
With the release of their new
album, "Ultra," Depeche Mode take
80's synth-pop one step closer to
the 20th Century.
Depeche Mode have avoided
falling by the wayside, which has
been the fate of many of their 80's
counterparts (Erasure, New Order,
Pet Shop Boys) by continually
adapting and changing their musi
cal style.
With 1990's "Violator," and
1993's "Songs of Faith and
Devotion," the band began relying
on more real instruments and incor
porating them in to their live
shows. On "Ultra," they continue
the adaptation while still sticking
close to their roots.
This album takes the use of
instrumentation one step further
with the use of pedal steel guitars
and upright basses, but unlike their

previous album, "Ultra" contains
the electronic feedback and textures
that gave "Violator" and "Music for
the Masses" their dark edge.
The album begins with the first
single, "Barrel of a Gun," a dark
track about the choices in life that
we never get to make. Their single
debut was on the UK Top 40 at
number 4, Depeche Mode's highest
entry since 1984's "People are
People."
The second single, "It's No Good"
is a catchy dance floor lament about
unrequited love, or perhaps it is a
journey in to the mind of a lovestruck psychotic.
Lyrics like "when will you real
ize/do we have wait until our
world's collide/open up your
eyes/you cant turn back the tide"
suggest not just love, but also a dark
obsession.
Since Depeche Mode's last album,
the band has gone through drug
addiction, suicide attempts, the res
ignation of one of the members,
and a few messy divorces. It's no
wonder the tracks on "Ultra" create
a dark and sinister atmosphere.

The Verve Pipe is
America's "Cup of Tea
FABIENNE SERRIERE
Pacifican guest writer
Band: The Verve Pipe
Album: Villains
Rating: 4 stars
The Verve Pipe's newest album,
Villains, is a refreshing mix of rock
styles. From their top singles "The
Freshmen" and "Photograph", to the
relatively unknown "Penny is
Poison",
each
title
can
stand
on its own.
W i t h
their popu
larity on the
rise,
the
Lansing,
Michigan,
band con
tinues
to
impress lis
teners with
poetic lyrics
and a dri- lhe VeJye pj
ving
rock
beat.
The members of The Verve Pipe
recorded Villains in Sausalito, CA,
while living on a houseboat on the
San Francisco Bay to be near producer
Jerry Harrison.
Villains consists of thirteen titles,
all written by Brian Vander Ark (lead

vocals, guitars). He and his younger
brother, Brad Vander Ark (bass, back
ground vocals), were joined with A.J.
Dunning (guitar, background vocals),
Doug Corella (keyboard, percussion),
and Donny Brown (drums, back
ground vocals) to form The Verve
Pipe a few years ago.
The album, Villains, combines
poetic talent with the musical integri
ty of the band. The first track on the
CD, "Barely (if at all)," is a psychedel
ic, dream-like
cut with a
bouncy rock
beat.
Vander
Ark croons,
"and
she
placed
a
h a n d
between our
1i p s / h o w
could any
thing be so
precious/she
me
kissed
barely if at
all."
With
smooth harmonies and a melodic gui
tar solo, "Barely" is on its way to
becoming a hit.
The title song from the release,
Villains, repeats the quiet, intro
spective mood set by "Barely," then it
see Verve on page 18

Concert Preview

Line-up announced for
Lollapalooza '97
RYAN BAZELEY
Pacifican staff writer

34 dates.)
They will be joined at various
venues by Prodigy, Orbital, the Orb
Unlike last year's "Monsters of and/or Devo. The second stage will
Rock" line-up, which included big feature The Eels, Summer Camp, Dr.
names
like
Metallica
and Octagon, Jeremy Todack, Old '97,
Soundgarden, or past line-ups, and Inch, from June 18 to July 16.
which featured big-name headliners Also, Failure, The Pugs, Lost Boyz,
like Smashing Pumpkins or Red Hot Atari Teenage Riot, Skeleton Key,
Chili
Peppers,
this
year's Molly McGuire, and Orbit, from July
Lollapalooza line-up doesn't contain 17 to August 18.
This year's tour also marks the
any commercial powerhouse radio
stars.
return of founder Perry Farrell s
But rather, it features an esoteric return to being "actively involved
selection of groups and a return to with the organization of the festival.
The tour will kick off on June 18,
the festival's "cutting edge" origins.
This year's main stage line up will in West Palm Beach, Florida, an
feature lool, Korn, Snoop Doggy will wrap up August 18 in Los
Dog, Tricky, Jon Spencer Blues Angeles. Lollapalooza '97 will hit the
Explosion, and Julian and Damian Shoreline Amphitheater in San
Marley and the Uprising Band (at all Francisco on August 15.

Courtesy.
continued from page 14

was not the only problem I had with
the Pacifican this semester, as there
was some initial interest expressed way
back in the beginning of the semester
to start an international column, or
possible section, of the paper and
when I tried several times to contact
you, surprise, surprise, none of my
calls were returned. Well, I've learned
my lesson, 1 don't expect a reply to
if.

,

this, but at least I've spoken my naind
in the only professional means le
me. Thank you for your time. I mea
lack thereof.
Keven B. Kaddi

{g

As editors we must make choices as
which articles get printed using what p
our advertising sales have paid for
gize for any inconvenience cause
lack of communication.
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Fear and Loathing in Stockton

Here come the good times

RYAN HARSCH
Pacifican staff writer

Summer will be here soon. She'll
be here before you know it. You'll
just drop everything and run after
her madly. You can already feel it in
the air, not only in the wedgie heat
but all around, a feeling of urgency,
a feeling of got to get somewhere
and fast....
I woke up one morning and I real
ized that 1 won't be turning in any
more stories for my column in this
farcical paper for three months. This
is the last one for a while, kids.
That fact doesn't bring me down
one bit, though. I'll still be writing,
of course. I just won't be writing here
in Stockton. And that's a good thing.
And in some ways, it isn't, because I
won't have much to write about.
I sometimes wonder just how

many people read my stuff. I wonder ing that's a bad thing at all. I just
if the readers know just who I am, if wish for once that someone I don't
they would recognize me eating in even know that well would come up
the Summit or getting plastered at a to me and say,
fraternity party. But, I know people
"Hey man, that story in the paper
do read my stories, and that makes is just an outright piece of shit. You
me feel grateful and gratified. I did can't write to save your soul, and
n't even know people read this you think you're so cool, but you're
paper.
not, and who is this DAVE4 guy I
Friends and people living in my read about anyway?"
hallway sometimes approach me
Some girl I was eating lunch with
and ask if I could write about them, a few weeks ago told me that I shitif I could immortalize them in the talk a lot in my stories. I never really
hallowed pages of The Pacifican. I thought about that.
say I'll think about it; you know, I
Perhaps I do, and I just don't
never really think about what I'm know it. Somebody else told me that
going to write about, I just do itmy stories are angry, that it's obvious
Other times I say, no way, you're I have a lot of bottled-up rage and I
not weird enough, because normali feel the need to get it out on paper....
ty and the herd-followers are just too
Hey, if I wanted a psychological
flat and boring.
evaluation, I would have gone to a
I get feedback on my stories, but head-shrinker.
it's mostly all positive. I'm not say
But anyway, getting back to this

whole summer thing. It's been a
long year. I've seen and been
through a lot. People change, some
stay the same, and some just get
weirder.
I've seen girls go from sweet to
sour. I've seen cats come here, dudes
who have lived their whole lives out
in a cave, having never been exposed
to excess, and end up potheads and
alkies. It happens to us all.
So, make your summer a neat
one...that sounds like something
you'd read in a high school year
book, but who cares, I'm running
out of adjectives and ideas already.
Forget about this place for three
months and just have a great time,
doing whatever you're doing,
whether it be climbing a mountain
or getting hopelessly drunk in your
own backyard.
Let the good times roll.

THE
HOOD(SMC)
TIM BOWMAN

REBOUND

TIM BOWMAN
Pacifican guest writer

Pacifican guest writer

Kickin it in the hood
they doin' whatever they could.

There is life in basketball,
and basketball in life.
One thing you must do
in both...is rebound.

Someone just went down,
lying there...
they beaten
stabbed
shot
...they dead on the ground

If the money has run outRebound,
Laid off or fired...
Rebound,
Death and divorceRebound,

Kickin it in the hood.
They rock is slanged,
taking hits...
they perked
confused
dazed
...they ways not changed
Kickin it in the hood.

1 point lead, their ball, six seconds.
Rebound,

Only the police prevail,
graffling 'em up...
they searched
slammed
cuffed
...they taken to jail.

With either game on the lineRebound

Kickin it in the hood
Doin whatever they could.
Why would, why should,
I kick it in the HOOD?

This poem, along with The Hood(SMC), was
published in the April issue of Zam Bomba, a
literary magazine of the San Joaquin Valley.
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Modern
art
inspired
by
ancient
legends
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Stuaent artist
Melanie Bishop
takes art out of
the gallery
DERK PIPPIN
Pacifican staff writer
Move over Plato.
There's a new kid in town.
For thousands of years
people have debated the
validity of the statement,
"Art is life"— to no avail.
But if there ever were an
answer to the burning ques
tion: 'Do we create Art or
does Art create us?', then
UOP has found it in the tri
umphant work of Melanie
Bishop.
In a perfect meld of image
and orientation, Bishop has
combined the natural beau
ty of growing life with
Mythological female spiritu
ality. The living sculptures
are
Hamadryads:
Tree
Nymphs whose lives are
bound to the trees in which
they live.
The, impetus
behind
Bishop's project was .to bring
attention to a undervalued
and uiiderTappredated Art
department; she said.
"I put ttyehi HrTa
where wop/le wokld h
stumblp qver thejfn, and
don't jknp y abi
Department"
It wcfked'
Peop
Hand
stopped!
the hsij
babe ir^'iipj
part D; phke/
"It's,|
said,
it out

S

modit;
rituak
enti^

\them
f peop/e^fep^J;
pstumbW^^-^

and payMtfen- t> f
• us. ThSdmi't 2\
jw

try) in thSSg^fm
senior'
wonder^,e
Insid^jtof
of HJsh%
Televiiifon/
"In fihe/Wi
mankirWyB
of wa<jfr#tg ti

partment^mMm

Left: Melanie Bishop in the tree.
Below: The next sculpture to
come. Bottom: Zenuth, TV
Goddess

3 to, waste. We make
families devote
,'arje delighted
said Lpqnda Kasser,
-jifrr. m
yve encour•t^cri-trtdaden their
t'Aft/p ... in her
icTqhlidJ helped to
rql/phplic's experiikTng ft out of the
uhlidarena."
^J&e^r meaning
jng^sculptures is
^gRrieciating their
Wwp is as much
IpTiires as they are
[Si • - A
S
wimWeast cancer
;S"« inftiChe natural
"
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Above:

s

s

f portrait by
Darlene
Right:
pelf portrait
inspiried by
[I ns Hals) by
Travis Sclaht
Far Right
Wmary Icons
by Frank
'laherty and
hssic athlete
\ by Travis
I Sclaht

ART EXHIBIT

Above:

Stockton Bound by
Darlene

Left:

Lisa Demoff

Above:

Cutting Down the
Nets by Travis
Sclacht.
Left:

Yah-chi-Nanque
and My Ivy by Pearl
Kessler.

The Senior
Art Exhibit
will be
showing
through
graduation.
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Memoirs of Moods and Madness

And the band plays on
JONATHAN HIRSCHBEIN
Pacifican staff writer
Played this weekend gig in Lodi
once...Friday night going all right,
but not great.
It was Saturday night that was all
of successful, odd, interesting, and
ornamented in nonsense rolled tight
into an invisible burrito. The place
was packed and they were bringing in
chairs from the back so people could
rest from their runway of sloppy
drinks and depleting motor skills.
We played 45 minute sets with 1015 minute breaks. The women in
Lodi...None like I've seen before, or
ever want to see again. Everybody
wanted to fuck.
Ryan had been throwing sweet
eyes at this marshmallow mutant
that identified herself as "Melpo",
and as she talked without end I was
trying to decipher whether "Melpo"
was her name or she was explaining
to me the name of a condition she
was suffering from on her feet.

suddenly breaks into an, •
castic ballad.
P3^
"Cup of Tea" break *
with a sound like a
cross i
Sting and a
Ark pops wo^» 1
"otherworldly" voice

She had taken it upon herself to be sitting in the bathroom atop the
the hook-up chick for the night, soiled sink, and waiting to be called
introducing me to almost every out for the next set.
Time and time again, Melpo would
woman in the house. Guess she knew
lead
me through introduction after
'em all. But these women were odd
introduction
to these women I swear
with their forward grabs and flashy
are
those
putting
glamorized want
tongues.
ads
in
the
classified
section
week after
They had no problem in stepping
^n/^offinger.^
TheVerveP,pe continuej inf
inches from my face and making week.
.
One girl shook my hand, comple m
leiriw:
casual attempts at force-feeding me
g season this summer wL
t,c
mented
me
on
the
tunes
and
then
as
their theories on why they found
COn^-orLA 'sKR°Q V
themselves attractive,...as if I were I began to walk away she noncha album, Villains, nothing^! E
lantly reached out with her long fin
even hungry.
quintet of talented musk?)W
gers
and clutched by balls like they
During one break, I had walked
reaching star status. As the ban,K :ith
towards the back to talk with my
"its bound to settle in mvblid
English professor and friend, Douglas
See Moods page 19 They certainly have.
Tedards.
10U
Interference got into the game
1
11
however, when a thick, rocket chest
foi
ed, blond vulture pulled me with her
]ur
claws by the seam of my pants
iol
around the corner near the men's
Me
bathroom, put her face to mine and
Ideal for students. Work part time or full tim m
said, "Tell me you're not the shy
in summer and continue when you return to it:s
type." I am.
school!! We also offer internships and
And I certainly intended to remain
scholarship programs.
that way if it was gonna come down
to her. I spent the rest of that break

lavenZrStS^

T

SUMMER WORK FOR
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS!!

$9.10 to start

$182/week Part Time
$364/week Full Time
NO EXP NEC
WILL TRAIN

I pa
1.

>w

Flex hours. Great resume experience.

Call for an interview after finals.

IV
l50yO
Wrt Till

Bakersfleld
Berkeley
City of Industry
Chico
Concord
Dublin
Eureka
Fresno
Glendale
Long Beach
Modesto
Northridge
Orange County
Pasadena
Redding
Sacramento
San Diego
San Francisco
San Jose
Santa Rosa
West L.A.

o
Itif

(805) 327 - 3412
(510)548-3678
(818)336-2055
(916)898-0787 U
(510)932-5130 '
(510)829-1412
(707) 445 - 8800
(209) 435 - 3188
(818)241 -9370

' r<

(714)879-2791
(818)432(916)226-0555
(916)452-1556
(619)626-8162
(415)835-3""
(408) 450 - 95?q
(707) 543 - 093

(310)649-4154
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ake the quiz: Ready for Internship?
Ssi«|4GAT

ELTAREB
_ GORDON ROSE

J cifican guest writers
:or

Brenda
Estacio,
an
ormation Systems major, the
at
Ilt:
^er internship at
^ fense Distribution Region West
s a little frightening and nerve
_ , king.
!fc:| I was scared at first because I felt
^th m I didn't know enough to do my
Estacio said. "I had been tak%o| all of these classes, but I didn't
oarsbw if that material would apply
bai.cjeither this internship or the real
ByWrld."
jjToday, Estacio is pleased to
pounce that her internship has
n worthwhile and has helped
focus on her career goal,
furtis Bowman, a graduating
Jiology major, who is interning
p Merrill Lynch, agrees that an
tin rnship can aid in defining a stuill t's career choice,
e said that it can possibly cause
•assessment of interests. There
some students who learn
jough practical exposure that
13 "dream" position is not what
[y like doing after all.
Jowman also stressed the impor|ce of preparation in regards to
internship. "It's important to be
[pared for an intern position," he
"It is a very valuable part of
learning process for those who
• >w what they are getting into."

Below is an internship readiness
quiz, courtesy of Michael Solor, the
Internship
Coordinator
at
Washington University in St. Louis.
By taking this quiz, you are mak
ing the first step in planning your
internship. This is a self-scoring
quiz, so after answering the ques
tions, add up your score to deter
mine whether you can make all of
the provisions necessary for tack
ling an internship this summer or
during the next semester.
Answer all questions to the best
of your knowledge. Rate each state
ment using the following scale:
Strongly
agree=5;
Agree=4;
Uncertain=3; Disagree=2; Strongly
disagree=l.
1) It is difficult to find summer
employment relating to my acade
mic and career goals.
2) I sometimes wonder how what
I have been learning (in school)
applies to the work field.
3) I have taken courses relevant
to my career interests, or I plan to
next semester.
4) As I observe other students
who seemingly have more exten
sive work experience, 1 wish there
were some way to get experience
related to my future career plans.
5) It would be possible to adjust
my courses for next semester, so
that I would have at least 16 hours
of open time per week to work at an
internship.
6) It would be necessary for me to

oods

J

I

•Trin

k

.>

Scale:
Definitely ready for an intern
ship: 45-50
Ready for an internship: 40-44
Need to consider potential obsta
cles before starting an internship:
35-39
It will take careful planning and
rethinking of priorities if you want
to begin an internship: 30-34
It may be in your best interest to
consider other options under: 30
For more information about
internships, contact Linda Johnson
or Jody Smith in the Co
op/Internship Office at 946-2273.

continued from page 13

e apples.
turned back to look at her and she
led back at me with dirty brown
Irlies. A fat women that was
na fat kept yelling out my name
Mr absolutely anything I muttered
I ) that microphone.
II Torture me, Jonny!" she yelled
|into the perfect silence as if the
I re house had stopped to listen
I| they knew she was on my ass.
j| l't think I'm gonna forget that
|J no matter how much I'd like to.
I rirl after girl I met,....Some of
Im hot, most of them not. I kept
liking about the "rock stars" out
f re that pluck and fuck those
lating beasts that really just want
do a famous name. I couldn't do
no matter how strong the gogcan be when you have a collecII of liquor behind your eyes. Not
I I won't play that game.
I he bookstore girl showed up and
in the back. But she stood out
r them all. Soft face and slender,
10 dancing fingers,
ept looking at her, as hard as it
but she has those eyes you could
into and get lost for a week if
»

earn a salary if I were to consider an
internship.
7) I really have no idea whether
or not I will attend graduate school,
because I haven't the foggiest
notion what I would study.
8) I am experiencing some bore
dom with my classes and want to
pursue other extracurricular activi
ties.
9) My parents ask me, "What are
you going to do after you graduate
from college?" And, I don't know.
10) This summer, I would consid
er working part-time and interning
part-time without pay.

Fresh.

tinned from page 18

S

Kurt Bowman, and intern at Merril Lynch is also a graduating senior.

I ' M ' . .

you're not too careful/ We spoke a lit
tle, but I couldn't help but be shaken
up by the rest of the scene which
made it difficult to really talk to her
with ease.
At the end our last set, Ryan,
Anthony and I relaxed and caught
our breath at the back with a few
Guinesses. All the monsters gone, we
met a couple girls that seemed
human, but then again you never
know.
Her buddy was arguing with her
boyfriend at the table behind us and
when she got up and left him to pull
a chair up at our table, he sat in a
stool movement of anger and depres
sion as she exaggerated her flirtations
just to get a rise out of him.
Ryan was ready to get a room with
Melpo and across the place, Flynn
was double fisting a pair of meat
balls,...one of which was the "torture
me, Jonny" lady from a bit before.
Anthony and I just laid back
through closing hours, glowing in
memory of certain moments from
the night and high from the feel of
letting it all out. The only moments
that I really feel clean.
/•*.

* -.e..

when the issue of homosexuality is
constantly shoved down my throat.
You have to wonder, if the message
homosexuals try to bring out is that
they are "as normal as the next per
son," why the hell do they have to
keep repeating themselves over and
over again? Think about it.
Before you read the last the para
graph, I have some sage advice from
the wisest man of all, my R.A., Mr.
Mike Comb: "Have a good summer;
now leave." Profound and thought
ful, isn't it?
As you know, this is the last
Pacifican for the year, and sadly
enough, it will also be the last Fresh
Perspective, ever. Well, you can't
expect me to write a column about a
freshman's life at school when I am a
sophomore.
However, you can expect a column
written through the eyes of a sopho
more next year. Maybe I will call it
SOPHandMORE Perspective. We shall
see. Good luck to everyone with
finals; have a good summer.
This is your host, Alex Zamansky,
saying goodnight or good morning
(whatever time you happen to read
this^fhand ^ood luck, UOR

Darren Peterson,
winer of Aramark's
Earthwatch con
test, receives a
S300 check and a
Jacket from
Director of Dining
services, Rick
Beeson.
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Top Ten List

TOP TEN
THINGS
GRADUATING
SENIORS
WILL MISS
ABOUT UOP

Pnuww«s
MAMA'S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT
S0,<3R66,X \WH0fti.1WS ISNT

FINALLY GET
totmu \Homromer

RESTOFVOOR
FArmtV.

1 0. The fine Summit
cuisine.
9. Classrooms that
aren't too hot, nor too
cold, but are just right.
8. All the great concerts
on campus.

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY
"VI
you mmm MY m smin&S MJ - WEIi, WE Wflig flftW
[LkSVEGAS?/ NOVI?/

MEN, I'VE JUST DISCOVERED!
WHY WE

E VLOST
E R Y_jW®n

i ligt
n tr

7. The gripping and
exciting episodes of
"Calendar" on Tiger
TV.
6. Dorm room parties
where your door isn't
allowed to be open
more than an inch and
there can't be more
than five people in the
room at one time.

;

v

S. Random people
cruising around in golf
carts.
4. Express dollars.
3. The great represen
tation of students in
our student govern
ment.
2. All the "Ellen coming
out parties."
1. Our kickass football
team.
Compiled by:
Jeff Gaddis
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Top Twenty List

15 Fun things to
do in a finalthat
does not matter

r. Ray's Rx
ese jokes can be read in the
1. Times and are heard on
er 400 radio stations world
fde.

(i.e. you are going to fail the
class completely no matter what
you get on the final exam)

If LINTON
resident Clinton is touring Latin America. Of
Irse he is advised to stay away from the more
Itiie countries...The longer he's out of the
I., the better off he is.

[0£££G£ GRAD
[olleges across the country graduate seniors
month. The letters on their diplomas symIze yvhat they've learned over the past four
|rs...B.S.

ENNEDY
ow many Kennedy men does it take to screw
p i light bulb? Only one...The rest are in the
m trying to screw the women.

V OCR ON

Dr. Allen Ray

Courtesy of Entertainment Comm.
Consultants

rosby, Stills and Nash have been inducted
Roll Hall of Fame. This year also marks an anniversary for David Crosby. It was
studio in 1957 that he cut his first line.

() the Rock and

IONO OH NO

ongressman Sonny Bono is contemplating a run for the U.S. Senate. Not much is known about
record. The last one only sold 14 copies.

I )RAG QUEENS
The world around us is certainly changing. What's the new definition of a transsexual?...A
Jman trapped in Eddie Murphy's car.

•

»

|
.

You or your organization can subscribe by reaching Telejoke at: http://www.telejoke.cont
Congratulations Dr. Ray on your appointment to communication department chair.

a n d Blam Blam
tH

ar P & B,
1 be graduating from this fine
itution of higher learning in a
weeks and I still haven't scored
ultimate babe. I've tried faculty
:tions and even tried an ad in
nnections." Am I just getting old
ugly and fat and dumb, or do I
have a chance?
I nonymous

pervert?
B.J.
Dear B.J.,
Yes, you are definitely a pervert.

nonymous,
unds like things are going a bit
>r you, remember that this is
the beginning. There is a good
ce that you won't "score" for
a while.

Dear P & B,
My boyfriend is a jerk. He recent
ly found my diary and shared it with
his fraternity brothers. Now, every
body knows that I made it with a
goat. I am so embarrassed by what
I've done. I never should have left
that diary out in the open. Anyway,
should I break up with him, or
what?
Confused

ear P & B,
have a habit of standing under
stairs at the McCaffrey center to
i glimpses of girls in short skirts
walk up to the Summit. Am I a

Dear Confused,
We suggest you forget about him
and seek treatment for yourself. You
don't want the goat to come back
and haunt you.

Dear P & B,
For a while now, I've thought you
guys were real. I didn't know if peo
ple really wrote in or if you guys
made this stuff up. I guess I'm one of
those people who needs everything
spelled out for me, because I have a
hard time thinking for myself. Then,
after reading your column (until the
ASUOP threat to take away your
funds), I came to the conclusion that
it had to be made up. Nobody on
this campus is so stupid.
Epiphany
Dear Epiphany,
Congratulations, you're a wiener.

/. Bring a pillow. Fall asleep (or
pretend to) until the last IS min
utes. Wake up, say, "Oh geez, better
get cracking" and do some gibber
ish work. Turn it in a few minutes
early.
2. Run into the exam room looking
about frantically. Breathe a sigh of
relief. Go to the instructor and say,
"They've found me, I have to leave
t h e c o u n t r y , " a n d r u n off.
3. Fifteen minutes into the exam,
stand up, rip up all the papers into
very small pieces, throw them into
the air, and yell out, "Merry
Christmas." If you're really daring,
ask for another copy of the exam.
Say you lost the first one. Repeat
this process every fifteen minutes.
4. As soon as the instructor hands
you the exam, eat it.
5. Every five minutes, stand up, col
lect all your things, move to anoth
er seat, continue with the exam.
6. Turn in the exam approximately
30 minutes into it. As you walk out,
start commenting on how easy it
was.
7. Bring a black marker. Return the
exam with all questions and
answers completely blacked out.
8. Get the exam. Twenty minutes
into it, throw your papers down
violently, scream out, "Fuck thisl"
and walk out triumphantly.
9. Show up completely drunk.
(Completely drunk means at some
point during the exam, you should
start crying for mommy).
10. Comment on how sexy the
instructor is looking that day.
11. Come to the exam wearing a
black cloak. After about 30 min
utes, put on a white mask and start
yelling, "I'm here, the Phantom of
the Opera" until they drag you
away.
12. Go to an exam for a class you
have no clue about, where you
know the class is very small, and
the instructor would recognize you
if you belonged. Claim that you
have been to every lecture. Fight for
your right to take the exam.
1 3 . From t h e m o m e n t t h e e x a m
begins, hum the theme to Jeopardy.
Ignore the instructor's requests for
you to stop. When they finally get
you to leave, one way or another,
begin whistling the theme to the
"Bridge on the River Kwai."
14. Start a brawl in the middle of
the exam.
15. If the exam is math/science
related, make up the longest proofs
you could possibly think of. Get pi
and imaginary numbers into most
equations. If it is a written exam,
r e l a t e e v e r y t h i n g t o y o u r o w n life
story.

Compiled by:
Kvan Bayzley
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Thursday: May 15th

ON CA.M.PUS

E S O T W E C S

Luigfs Two Toppin
Pizza . .$6.75
onion, bell pepper,
tomato, mushroom,
garlic, pineapple,
olive, pepperoni,
ham,
salami,
extra .50 per topping

Basil Burger
w/ chedder or
swiss & fries

DINING ON11ID DELTA
PATIO DINING & GUEST DOCKING!

EXPANDED MENU!

NAPPY NOtiP every day 4:00-6:00
special prices on drinks and
appetizers

LIVE MUSIC every weekend!
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE
474-6585
6629 EMBARCADERO DRIVE
AT BEN HOLT DRIVE IN STOCKTON

'Piali 6

,$5.75

565 E. Harding Way
Stockton, CA
466-5534

bottled beer
after lO pm

I

Congratulations
to all
class of '97
graduates!
From Pioli's Art Flora!

Special Available for UOP Students

(209) 478-6290
2324 Grand Canal Blvd. #4
Stockton, CA 95207
Across from the Hilton entrance

Visit us for your

Dil()(lICC's (Pit) gfftS.

We carry INTERNATIONAL GIFT5
-l .
for all occasions.

vcirietu.
unique variety.
Low, low prices.

Gift World
Weberstown Mall

954-1078

The Gallery Gifts & Things

for the/ thing* you/ju*t can-'t find/ anywhere/ else/!

Body Jewelry, bare chokers
Located on Miracle Mile at 1849 Pacific Ave. 937-2991

Pizza • Raviolis

Hours:

Sandwiches

Sun-Thurs

Micro &

10 am to 10 pm

Domestic Beers
Darts • 3 TVs

pizza & pub

Fri-Sat
10 am to 12 am

Wednesday j Lunch or Dinner
Guidi's
nights
i UOP Specials
we deliver!

All-you-can-eat!

PIZZA

$4.99 |

Just fax your order &
we'll bring it to you
need a menu?
fax # 472-7326

Office of International Serviecs
Luncheon
Bechtel Center
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Golden Gate Productions
Promo Operations Series
McCaffrey Center Patio
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Westgate Center
Church Operations Series
Grace Covell Patio/Terrace Room
11:45 to 1:30 p.m.

Monday
81.3O

Student Life
Senior Staff Division Meeting
McCaffrey Cernter Conference
Room
8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.

i Small, 1 top $6.99
i Medium, 1 top $7.99
j Large, 1 top $8.99

ASUOP/UPBEAT
Social Nooner
McCaffrey Center Stage
12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
Weekly Prayer Meeting
Colliver 101
12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
ASUOP
Senate Meeting
McCaffrey Center Theatre
4:45 p.m. to 7:15 p.m.
Alpha Phi
Scholarship Banquet
Presidents' Room
5:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

X

M.E.Ch.A.
Weekly Meeting
Bechtel Lounge
8:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
.jot1

OFF CA.M.PUS
Grace Methodist Church
Pot Luch Social & Meeting
1625 N. Lincoln St. Stockton
6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

ujll 2

B-*

t
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to 4

Friday, MayUtb
—• i.m.
ON CA.M.PUS
tfjor
fetch
Office of International Sen i«4 to
IFP Selection Committee
Bechtel Center
i
7:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Pw
|*itre
Golden Gate Productions
Promo Tubling for Mastercard
McCaffrey Center Patio
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Office of International Servia
Faculty Friday Reception
Bechtel Center
4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
, ,
Chi Alph Christian Fellowship* '
Weekly Club Meeting
Z-Building West
5:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

.M.I

Omega Phi Alpha
Italian Dress Dinner
Common Room
5:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.

• ktto
JllPr,

A3
i to

Lifelong Learning
Drug & Alcohol Progra.m.: Course
C-l Law & Ethics
WPC 213
5:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Morris Chapel
Wedding Rehearsals
Morris Chapel
5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Associated Students of Pharmacy
Pre-Pharm Social- Final Recess
Common Room
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Ca.m.pus Crusade fofor Crist
MS
Bible Study - Social
'Sen
George Wilson Hall
v
5:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Phi Delta Theta
Weekly Meetings
Knoles Hall 306
6:45 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Archania
Study Hall
Knoles Hall 303
6:50 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
A.m.erican Collegiate Pharmacists
Study Hall
Classroom Building 126
7:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.

liit
® Lai
ito.

tc

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Variety Show
Long Theatre
6:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.

kit
tc

UPBEAT/ASUOP
Film: Eddie
McCaffrey Center Theatre
8:00 p.m. to 11:00 pm.

kofi

*41.1

Archania
Wet Willy Western
Archania
9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

%

OFF CA.M.PUS

j X-large, 1 top $9.99

4415 Pacific Avenue 472-0783

\t
UPBEAT/ASUOP
Film: Eddie
McCaffrey Center TheatrP
8:00 p.m. to 11:00 pm

Circle K
Club Meeting (service organization)
George Wilson Hall
7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

The Fox Theatre
The
Legends Serf

N

CALENDAR

ring Fox Theatre
>.m. to 11:00 p.m.

Phi Delta Theta
Group Meeting
Z-Building West
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

turdav. May 17th

A.M.PUS

41 YEARS of QUALITY

(pci/ifot*ruxv

A.m.erican Collegiate Pharmacists
Study Hall
Classroom Building 126
7:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.

ng Learning
h for Teachers II
; Hall 212
m. to 5:30
Ipha
G a .m.es, Music/ end of the
trty
k Lawn
. to 4:00 p.m.
n A.m.erican Student Union
Senior Barbeque
I Kitchen
a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
I u Alpha Sinfonia
I iShow
Tieatre
.m. to 11:00 p.m.

Alpha Phi
Meeting
McCaffrey Center Conference
Room
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
UPBEAT/ASUOP
Film: Eddie
McCaffrey Center Theatre
8:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.

OFF CA.M.PUS

ON CA.M.PUS

XT/ASUOP
iddie
frey Center Theatre
m. to 11:00 p.m.

Department of Communication
Twice weekly reporting class
WPC Computer Lab
11:00 a.m. to 12:20 p.m.

mdav May 18th

Lifelong Learning
Lincoln Unified Computer Training
WPC Computer Lab
3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Monday, May 19th

«i<? Satsang Society
p Service
frey
Center Conference
i.m. to2:00 p.m.
to People International
Center
•m. to 5:00 p.m.
Scottish Country

Dance

nee Class Practice
"a.m.pus Gym
m. to 4:30 p.m.
Phi
r Meeting
40
m. to 9:00 p.m.

ioH *VV
'I
'fst-jy?
tlvrrjfc* i
xff
•1 tf rirfF'fraMHi—••

STOCKTON 5 ONLY

Breast of Chicken Sandwich

Drive Thru Espresso

Marinated Carved from die Bone

"Stockton's Best"
Hamburger

featuring: Expresso Roma, Berkeley s Best

We or* U* tafc Coo NATUMiW ml port
Tto leed oiSMtetgrmli of com adorers
TV OkHMsoned «w>
• Worlds firs OySer Sumto * fiesh fish Tocos
' )mbo Gate PrMns • lotisserie Ovcktn
'fiesh Squeezed Lemorude'Cane Asodotgrikdste*)
"Camus (rood port)

100% Pure Ground Fresh Chuck. All
natural Pacific Coast Grain Fed Beef

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Ficrbs

Barbequcd Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Phont Ordere: (209) 9524261
4601 Pacffk Avenue

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips

Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

Salads

Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415

(one Modi south of March Lane)
Wr occrpt ATM, VISA Discover, Is MoStrCad

FRESH • NATURAL • NO LARD

The Pacifican is
looking for responcible people to work
in the business and
advertising staff.
Call today

946-2114

ATM, VISA, Discover or MasterCard

Ind you ^ve to

Hospice of San Joaquin
Memorial Service
Morris Chapel
5:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

ering
Fair
on Lawn
m. to 3:00 p.m.

F

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters

n Pilipina
You Dinner
1 Kitchen
,m. to 11:00 p.m.

tackton Volleyball
I )all Practice
Jym
m. to 1:00 p.m.

-

Notv Serving

MESA/MEP School of Engineering
Stockton Unified School District
Educational Fair
Atchley Mall
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

A.M.PUS

A

and every organ in your biology textbook

c*e/i

Pacific Economics Club
Guest Speaker: Information on the
PH D. Progra.m.
WPC 119
6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

i

Residence Hall Association
Weekly Coucil Meeting
McCaffrey Center Conference
Room
6:45 p.m. to 8:15 p.m.
A.m.erican Collegiate
Study Hall
Classroom Building 126
7:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.

"

wmm
PHONE 952-3030 HOURS: SUN-THURS: 1100-MIDNtGHT

Free Delivery

Roe Pi Phi
Meeting
School of Pharmacy C-104
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

J

«/s

OFF CA.M.PUS

1 Medium,
Topping Pizza

Pottery Sale
McCaffrey Center
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

2nd Pizza 54 00 more | 2nd P zza $500 more

j Medium Pizza

(

,

'/latdrtii.TKgK)
tiki aozlF
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FRI4 SAT: 11 flQ-200 AM

Now Hiring

i 21 -rop
i i To^>i6g Pizzas
,

j
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The sensation 01 unit:

The Perfect
Gift for
Graduation

| TuesdayMaV

(0

SARATOGA*SL
Sports luxury in solidstainless
steel or steel and 18KgokL
Elegant mosaic dial. Swiss
quartz. Sapphire crystaL
Water resistant
Now, also availablein
self-winding mechanical.

SINCE 19S2
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

r

149 LINCOLN CTR.
474-8989

146 J March Lane, Stockton
209-952-2435
Open: Monday-Friday 6 am to 6 pm
Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4pm

"you've tried the rest
now tru the best"
Buy one
bagel
get one
FREE

2
0
t
h

I ON CA.M.PUS

Watcnmaters Since 1303

2051 PACIFIC AVE.
462-2443

Weekly Staff Meeting
McCaffrey Center
Room
9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.r

* Fresh bagels made from scratch
8 days a week on the premises
* Stuffed Bialys from heaven
* 31 variations of bagels
* Full Express Bar
* Best Lunch in town

I* renter
•Lunch Bunch" support group for

Lifelong Learning

Private^Dinin^11Room McCaffrey
12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Athletic Departmen
7 vs. 7 Fundraiser League
Women's League
Knoles Field
4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Division of Student Life
Academic Support Tea.m. Me#3l05ft
McCaffrey Center Confeit-- t°ll
Room
^P""
3:15 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
p
Ljj 104
School of Phartnacy
% t°8
CPR Class
Community
Involvei
Rotunda 107/Pharmacy
Progra.m.
W[wn
4:30p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
CIP Advisory Board Meeting |SAlcol
Taylor Conferece Room
' :amu
School of Pharmacy
5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
ption
CPR Class
213
Rotunda 106
Beta Alpha Psi
po 1
4:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Professional Meeting
Weber 107
c
School of Pharmacy
5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
CPR Class
_ Bu
Rotunda 105
R.O.A.D. Progra.m.
(Q
4:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Group Meeting
Z-Building West
School of Pharmacy
6:30p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
CPR Class
1..
Rotunda 104
Stockton United Soccer Club )m(.
lt]
4:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Practice
Brookside Field
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Goodbye Dessert
,
Outback Lawn
Kappa Psi
tflflfl]
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Meeting
Pharmacy CLassroom D121
Lifelong Learning
6:45p.m. to 8:15 p.m.
Drug & Alcohol Progra.m.: Course
•
C-2 Community Prevention & Crossroads Prevention Progra^f, (
Education
A.A. Meeting
|The N
WPC 213
Redwood Room toe"
5:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m. to 8:45 p.m. tont'sC
mti
A.m.erican Collegiate Pharmacists A.m.erican Collegiate Pltanm
Study Hall
Study Hall
km
Classroom Building 126
Classroom Building 126
^
7:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. fe[)
-

Delta Sigma Pi
Weekly Chapter Meeting
Weber 109
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Greek Council
Meeting
McCaffrey Center Conference
Room
8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

\Sfe call it pride, bagel lovers call it heaven!'

THE PACIFICAN DOESN'T JUST NEED
ADS...THE PACIFICAN NEEDS AN AD
STAFF. IF YOU'RE INTERESTED
CALL 946-2115

" jjss

Pottery Sale
McCaffrey Center
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Wednesday,, May_21lt
ON CA.M.PUS
Office of Admissions

Thursday: MayM
ON CA.M.PUS
Board of Regents
Board of Regents An:
Presidents' Room
8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p

CALENDAR

15. 1997

^ I ol of Pharmacy
Class
ida 107/Pharmacy
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
)l of Pharmacy
I Class
uter [nda 106
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Fe

'• ™ isliing all JSe\v and Old.yllpha Phi members
a great summer!
We look forvvard to seeing you next year!
' •

Brandie Allred
Cynthia Austin
Danielle Baker
Victoria Bollc
Blake Brown
Becky Bryan
Ericka Caranza
Kristine Chan
Darlene Cirmelli
Erin Cleary
Nicole Coad
Ce Ce Colton
Katie Deatherage
Megan Deis
Tanya DeMichelle
Deirdre Dore
Donna Ferrari

Board of Regents
Board of Regents Annual Meeting
Regents' Dining Room
8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

ong Learning
& Alcohol Progra.m.: Course
Community Prevention &
ation
!213
p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
ericatt Collegiate Pharmacists
y Hall
;room Building 126
p.m. to 12:00 a.m.

CA.M.PUS
?rv Sale

affrey Center
m. to 5 p.m.

:ridav.

Director of Student Activities
Student Awards Reception
Presidents' Room
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Director of Student Activities
Student Awards Reception
Regents' Dining Room
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

i/ of Pharmacy
•Class
inda 105
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
ol of Pharmacy
Class
nda 104
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

M

7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

May 23rd

CA.M.PUS

<#| dent's Office
f! The Memorial Day Weekend
>ave"
I lent's Office
) a.m. to 12:00 a.m.

j ?nt Life

||;nt Life Awards Presentation &
[>tion
ion Room

M©ntors/volunteers,
Interns. &
donations needed
for young males
7th - 10th grade in
the Rites of
Passage Program
in conjunction with the
Boys and Girls Club,
Counsel for the Spanish
Speaking, Lao Family
Community, and
Stockton Unified School
District.

Jennifer Fillon
Ann-Marie Godfrey
Regina Gutierrez
Stacey Hagen
Cori Homes
Jessica Arias
Yvonne Jette
Devin Katz
Sarah Langendorff
Mercedes Lau
Aimee Lewis
Bee Bee Massone
Laura McCoy
Meegan McLaughlin
Jackie Nguyen
Kourtey Norris
Sarah Olstad

;- •

Heidi Overguard
Jaime Pacheco
Bobbie Petersen
Erica Petersen
Fe Fc Ruji
Andrea Ruse
Danielle Scull
Erica Selvaggio
Angela Shopmeyer
Jensen Swanson
Sara Swope
Michelle Thomas
Tonya Tocchini
Kristy Truetler
Crissy Vanetten
Ashley Viso
Lisa Weinhofer
Zohra Whiteside

-

Congratulations to^fllpha Phi's graduating Seniors!
Kathy Kohut

Lindsay Barker

Tiffany Robbe

Anna Sheehan
Phaanong Keokounnayong

Ellen Bodisco
Danielle Godfrey

APPLY NOW

MBA

Please Call: Mr. Roxas
Mentor Coord. @ 4661302

UNIQU £
CURRICULUM
•

•
•
>
•

I Tfeax Accelerated Program
„
. .. .
2 Tfear Full-time Program
Day & Evening Classes
International Travel
Opportunity
• •

FOR
INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL
$2.50 Jack Daniels

(209)946-2629

*NEW pool table and 3 NEW dart boards*
52 PACIFIC AVENUE

STOCKTON, CA

95207

•

University of the Pacific

_L

Jt

# .' •
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FOR SALE
9x9 Area rug. Cool blue/grey color,
high quality, plush carpet. We paid
$150, are asking $100 or b/o. Call
462-5665.

T ,"r •
5 '• J? /

— r~T T '~T

.

i

Share 4 bdrm. house in North
Stockton. Furnished rooms. Full priv
ileges. Rooms are $350 and $375, util
ities included. Call 952-9400 or 4770583.

MISCELLANEOUS

Airline ticket-Fly now, transferable,
$449.

Want to learn how to row (crew)? Call
John at 482-2146.

Embarcadero Cove, lake view,
$137,950. Luxury 2 bdrm., 2 bath
condo, plus den, fireplace, wetbar, 2
car garage, large courtyard and new
roof. Call Andy at 477-6133 or 4729955.

PART-TIME JOBS

Gov't foreclosed homes from pennies
on $1. Delinquent tax, Repo's, REO's.
Your area. Toll free 1-800-218-9000
Ext. H-8700 for current listings.
Seized cars from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevy's, BMW's, Corvettes.
Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-8700 for cur
rent listings.

FOR RENT
Housemate wanted. Bedroom in large
house, within walking distance of
UOP, share with professional woman,
kitchen priv., $375, util. included.

r

4137 North El Dorado
Stockton, California 95206
(209) 465-6048

The Personal Touch
Embroidery
Screenprinting
Fraternity Lettering

Your
Garments
or ours

Specializing in Garment Lettering of All Types

$1000's possible reading books. Part
time. At home. Toll free 1-800-2189000 Ext. R-8700 for listings.
$1000's possible typing. Part time. At
home. Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.
T-8700 for listings.
Film production, talent mgmt.,
internships available. Call CREATIVE
ARTISTS MANAGEMENT at 1-800401-0545.
Summer Employment: High Sierra
Resort is hiring for all or part of the
summer. Salary and room and board.
Call 1-916-676-1370.
Looking for experienced full-time
babysitter to care for my infant in my

•

COCQDN

I

C /{onte/onyv

•
•

(209) 952-8663

specializing in
haircut, color, weaves <£ perms

1627 S. Center 464-4565

'Park-like setting
'Fireplaces
'Pool/Spa

U ( \ I c. 1 A K £ S

Best Value!
Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive (209) 957-6710

home. References required. Call 9526302.
Summer jobs! Roughing It Day CampSF Bay Area, hiring full season: group
counselors and teachers: horseback
riding, swimming, fishing, canoeing,
rowing, crafts, sports, mt. biking, rock
climbing. Refs/Exper/Excel DMV. Call
510-283-3795.
Wanted: Tutors, Study group leaders
for Freshman Advantage Program;
experience and/or strong academic
skills required. Work between 4-10
hours per week, Second Summer
Session. $7 per hour. Contact Teri
Allbright, ext. 2424.
Safeco corporation is a Fortune 500
financial services company, with
emphasis in the insurance industry. It
annually offers salaried internships as
well as scholarships to qualified can
didates. The summer internships
focuses on providing opportunities to
learn about insurance claims, under
writing, loss control, marketing, and
soon after. For additional informa
tion, visit 2nd floor McConchie Hall,
or call 946-2361. The Safeco contact
is: Greg Smith, 3000 Executive
Parkway, Suite 300, San Ramon, CA
94583, (510) 277-8600 or FAX 2778636.

Lipton/Tomato Terh„ ,
seeks R&D Engin »'
and Analytical LabT<?hSfer
engineering or science
for seasonal positions JW
Eichelberger, 2029 p ntacl"5
Stockton 95202 (209)
932-2010.
' 932"2OO0
Governor's Office of mn . ,,
Research seeks candidates
interns. Information av
Career Services. Address que
and applications to the £
Coordinator, Governor's oJ
Planning and Research \Z
Street, SAC 95814 (916) 322-%
lnreach Internet Coramunic
has various technical, non-teel
marketing, writing and othei
time projects and positions c
David Daskin, 4202 Coronadr
Stockton 95204, (209) 944.15
FAX 944-1987.
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Norwest Financial is now hiring«—
graduates for a paid intern
$10/hour. Candidates intereste* —
career in consumer finance s ig
contact Barry Blum at (209) 951 it c
an,
mi
Community Wide Web of Sto
pr<
seeks Technical Support Assistai ^

;en
- lag

EUROPE $269
Within USA $79-$129
Caribbean $249 r/t - Mexico $209. r/t

http://www.airhitch.org
AIRHITCH® 415-834-9192
est pending

S

JVe're the source for Fraternity • Sorority paddles

CprMtf/faa
**APARTMENTS
~jf

J

H36 W Benjamin Holt Dr M
Suxkum. ca o<:o7
|

Lumber & Supply

'Unique 1,2, & 3
bedrooms

»
«

C

i " k i L /

' Owncr/Stylisi

U

'Model open daily

,t

A

L

O

N

(209)529-6654

469-2448

NEW STUDEN]

DENTAL PLAN

Rl

f)PAY©
1465 West March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209)952-7286 95-BRAVO

Save money and your teeth. In iip
Call for brochurejJ800)655^

Joyful Photography

bermann <§> earthlink.net

CALL NOW!

No charge for diagnosis and rt F(

D.A. ftermann
Weddings
Portraits
Special Events

"$29.98, $39.98 and $49.98

RAM

HER RECREATION

WHITEWATER RAFTING TRIPS
CALL 1-800 333 7238

t- v "I •, n 'L i; ?, i ),
computer knowledge, internet
Ifcerience and good phone skills.
tible hours. 15 hours/week.
hour. Contact Jim Davis or Glen at
[-5950.

erprise Rent-A-Car seeks intern
ididates all semesters in various
ations. In Stockton, SAC or NorCal
anntyitact Marylou Prevost, 4732
fotJt )urn Blvd., SAC 95841, (916) 349" or FAX 349-8080. For Concord,
or Bay Area, Julie Bonnie, 2550
nument Blvd., Concord 94524,
0) 609-6916.
orial Center seeks Microeconomics
Business Law tutors. Contact
ard Hawk at 946-3219.
additional information on all
tings visit Career Services located
the second floor of McConchie
u, 235 West Stadium, Stockton, CA
104 or call (209) 946-2361 FAX
1-2760.
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California Judicial Administration A
Fellowship Program applications now
available in
Career Services.
Challenging one year stipend paying
program combines field assignment
(employment) with academics.
Applications
due
May
2nd.
Information in Career Services.
Questions should be directed to
Center for California Studies, CSU
Sacramento, 6000J Street, SAC 95819,
(916) 278-6906 or FAX 278-5199.
Bank of Canton seeks Business
Assistants and Technical Assistants in
accounting, auditing, computer,
international trade finance, branch
banking system (S.F. or L.A.) or lend
ing areas. Contact Rinia Kam, 555
Montgomery Street, S.F. 94111 (415)
362-4100 FAX (415) 989-0130.

J^J s Jansen Pharmaceutica seeks
Modesto area Sales Reps with Sales
Experience ASAP. Contact Bert
Wickey at (916) 632-3077 FAX 6327149.

(916) 564-4845, 1-800-230-0406 or
FAX (916) 564-4710.

Leiba & Bowers CPA's seek Staff
Accountant. Contact Ned Leiba, 305
N. El Dorado, Suite 302, Stockton
95202, (209) 948-9119 FAX 948-1621.

American Medical Response, the
nation's largest ambulance serviceseeks Patient Account Representatives
in Modesto office. Contact Katy
Leung, 41300 Christy Street, Fremont
94538, (510) 657-9999, FAX (510)
6 2 3 - 0 3 5 7.

DCM manufacturer of test and measurment systems for voice and data
telecommunications cable has vari
ous technical and engineering posi
tions. Contact DCM at 2930 Faber
Street, Union City 94587, FAX (510)
429-1250.

CH
Robinson
Freight
and
Transportation seeks candidates for
salespersons in Fresno area. Contact
Gina Raimer, CH Robinson, 8100
Mitchell Road, Eden Prairie, MN
55344, 1-800-726-8789 FAX 1-800927-8225.

Onsite Environmental seeks CAD
Drafter/Designer. Contact Brian
Watkins or Seth at 1651 Response
Road, Suite 300, Sacramento 95815,

FULL TIME JOBS
J ig White & Associates manage-

95|i it consulting and publishing firm

ing engineering, architectural,
ning and environmental consultprofessionals and graduates with
ral arts, business or other degrees,
11serve in varied research, project
iagement and support roles,
'tact P-Sun Chen, Associate, 243
ejo Street, S.F., 94111, (415) 2960
FAX
296-8003
ien@zwa.com.

9

j fidence Communications advertg and public relations firm seeks
ertising
Assistant.
Contact
ifer Eivaz, 1429 College Avenue,
ie N, Modesto 95350, FAX (209)
1768.

acific Common s Apts.
fc'VE STARTED OUR WAITING LIST
RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT
FOR SUMMER & FALL NOW!!!

2 Bedrooms (Both are Large)
2 Laundry Rooms
2 Pools
Central Heat and Air
Plip this coupon and get1/2 off app. fee
Coupon Expires 7/5/97
tall for details/some restrictions apply
fNE

KAWELL

DONNA

j

KAWELL

Hill STORAGE
|lith t h i s ad and student ID
5x6=$15.00 8 5x10=$23.00
(209) 466-7997
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
North West Lane, Stockton, CA 95205

You'll never have to turn on your TV to listen to the radio again!

Look for details about our NEW frequency.
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Women finally getting
their fair share
UOP meets Title IX requirements, due mostly
to the suspension of football
more support from the school and
fans this year. We will definitely
benefit, now that there's equity
Due in part to the demise of the between programs."
Cross-country
runner Stacy
football team, women athletics at
the University of the Pacific is Bruner said some programs still
finally getting a more equal shot of have a long way to go. "I am on an
scholarships and funding for their intercollegiate Division I team that
does not get any funding or schol
program.
UOP is now in compliance with arship money at all from the
the Title IX federal law that states school. The money would better
our team, and we
all Division I uniwould be able to
versities must dis
compete at the
"It's good that
tribute its budget
level as all
equally to both
women's sports are same
the others in our
men's
and
league," she said.
receiving more
women's athletic
objective
programs, this is
money, but to tell of The
becoming in
something
that
compliance with
could not have
you the truth, I
the 25-year-old
been done in the
think the school is Title
IX law has
past due to the
been
Tiger football team.
still suffering from finally
"With the foot
accomplished at
cutting the football UOP. "It's always
ball team gone,"
said
Acting
been a goal to
program."
Athletic Director
achieve equity in
-Mark Herman,
Cindy Spiro. "Now
women's athlet
there's 51 percent
ics," said Spiro.
former UOP
for men and 49
But mixed feel
football player
percent for women
ings still remain
in our operating —
among
former
budget." The num
UOP
football
bers could change slightly once the players that watched their program
final budget figures for 1996-97 are vanish one cold winter night.
compiled, she said.
"I think all Division I football
In contrast, The Chronicle of teams should be dropped for there
Higher Education recently reported to be equity between programs,"
that in the 1995-96 academic year, said a sarcastic former football
when football was still consuming player,Vince Bruno. "I hope in the
much of the budget, women future NFL teams will be cut in
received only 22 percent of the ath order to fund professional women's
letic budget at UOP.
sports."
With the football team gone, 57
Another former football player,
percent of the athletic scholarships Mark Herman, said: "It's good that
will be awarded to women in 1996- women's sports are receiving more
97 at UOP.
money, but to tell you the truth, I
"I'm happy to see that women's think the school is still suffering
sports are getting more money," from cutting the football pro
said water polo player Steph gram."
Young. "I think that the increase in
"We provide opportunities for all
scholarships will really help our students to excel," said Spiro. "It's
team."
not a gender issue. It's what is the
Basketball player Kate McAllister best opportunity for all athletes.
agreed, "I feel we've received a lot

JEFF STIFF
Pacifican guest writer

^btioousit 9c& SJzatina
at the OaJz PGAJZ 9C& Alexia
This coupon, when presented at the OAK PARK ICE
nlv 'for Public Sessions when no other
ARENA, is good only
prromotions are in session for ONE FREE ADMISSION
W ITH ONE PAID ADMISSION

Signed.
participant

One coupon per customer. Skate rental: $1.50
CITY OF STOCKTON PARKS AND RECREATION

3545 Alvarado Street in Oak Park Phone (209) 937-7432

imp:

'he Physical Terrorists get psyched up for the chamt

ali-

Physical Terrorists rip it U;

e gr
be a
bu

The Pacifican

stic

The Physical Terrorists, a group of physical therapy graduate students) 1co:
out and won their sixth Intramural championship. Earlier this year, ih?| "re
won Flag Football 'A' and 'B', men's basketball 'A', Indoor soccer, to-feee S(
ketball, and most recently, the Co-Rec 'A' championship in Softball. 1thi
They are graduate students in the physical therapy school. They go to,lf R
eight hours a day, five days a week, but they do get out and play IntianillSt 1
They destroyed the Brookside Drugsters (TK). Nate Thoreson, their artl
player, went down with a broken collarbone, but that didn't stop them. linf
"We have so many shirts," said physical therapy student Jamie tow, turr
. Sc
we've decided to give our extra ones to the homeless."

thi
>rd i

Sunday, May 18th
• Noon to 1:00 p.m.

WEBERSTOWN MAIL
Center Court

Your Chance to Meet:
1996-97Team Champions
• Men's Basketball
• Men's Golf
• Women's Volleyball

1996-97 Individual Champions
• Florian Bruhns - Men's Gol'
, ,roke
•Sarah H a c k e t t - 1 0 0 &200Breastsi
• Natalie Phillips - 200 Butterfly
• Andy Thurman - 500 Freestyle
• Men's Swimming - 400 Me V Rg|ay1
• Men's Swimming - 800 Frees y

1996-97 Coach-of-the-Year Honorees

,

„ nf this

• Ted Ballmer - Men's Golf
Come Take Advantage
• John Dunning - Women's Volleyball
• John Tanner - Men's Swimming
Have a Polaroid photo taken u y
• BobThomason - Men's Basketball

E

tChamp'°
UOP's finest
' Say farewell to UOP s Big West

nS

athletes
w th^ entire Stockt°r>
•Join Tommy Tiger and the em
UOP communities

Help us celebrate one of the most spectacular
athletic seasons in UOP history

ft

i
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Baseball

IOLTON
ifican staff writer

Football Upitate

urewell to seniors

?t me be the first to say goodbye
l11 the senior athletes this year
> gave it their all in their respecsports. It's fun to watch the
ksrs show leadership and set the
nple for younger players,
iks for all your hard work!...
lie "State" of athletics

preparing this week's look back
he year of sports at UOP (see
>mpanying article), it made
•ealize, "Hey, we really have
e talented athletes and
e great teams." We may
e as big as Stanford, or a
, but we are making^
les and the state of the '«
I etic program here is in!
i condition. We may not
ure the national spotlight, but
e getting closer. We've got a
J thing going...
e Record jinx

st Friday, the Record ran a very
article on Dan Reichert, UOP's
ing ace. That day he went out
turned his ankle while covering
Some baseball players think
the Record jinxed him. The
>rd jinxed itself earlier this year
n they said that UOP women's
;yball could no longer compete
teams like Stanford. The team
I Stanford that very night,
icidence?...

So far, the UOP football team has
no games scheduled for the 1997
college football season...
Reichert update

Scouts have been saying that Dan
Reichert will go high in the June
draft. His recent ankle turn should
not effect his status. He said in an
interview earlier this year that he'd
love to be drafted by the Giants,
i hat would be awesome. Even if the
A's picked him up, it would still be
cool. However, he more than
likely won't go straight to the
pros, so he might not be
close (the Giants do have a
minor league team in San
Jose). If the Brewers take
ihim, we could all go and see
fhim at Billy Hebert Field,
because he could be playing for
the Stockton Ports. But, I'll bet
Montreal takes him...

Tigers lose two; advance
JOSH MONTERO
Pacifican guest writer
It was the duet of sloppy Tiger
defense (14 errors for the series)
and solid Wolfpack hitting that
helped Nevada-Reno take two of
three from the Tigers last weekend.
Despite dropping two of three to
the Wolfpack, the Tigers managed
to secure themselves a spot in the
Big West Tourney in Fullerton this
weekend.
The Tigers tackle the post season,
and the Big West elite, Thursday,
facing host, Cal State Fullerton.
This is their first appearance into
the Big West Tournament ever.
Playing a rare Friday home game
in the sunlight, the Tigers commit
ted 7 errors as the Wolfpack cruised
to an 18-8 win. The loss was just

the 4th of the season for ace Dan
Reichert.
From the plate, Shane Rooney
collected 4 hits, including his 6th
HR of the season.
With the previous day's perfor
mance apparently out of their sys
tems, the Tigers played a sweet
game of baseball, Saturday, taking
it 4-3 from the Pack. The win kept
the Tigers' season alive, earning
them a spot in the conference tour
ney. For the Tigers, Shane Rooney's
game winning double, in the
ninth, gave him the single season
record for most hits at Pacific (84).
Sunday's matinee was a near
repeat of Friday's, as the Tigers lost
by a count of 11-8. From the plate,
Ryan Annett went 3-4 and drove In
a run.

Polling is for the birds

The sports poll suffered front low
participation rates, and since no
one responded to this week's ques
tion, I will. Who will win the World
Series this year? The Baltimore
Orioles have a deep squad right now
and are looking tough.
Fall into C's Corner

I want to thank all of you who
have complimented me on this col
umn and all the wacky photos I've
run. Not to worry, I'll see you back
here at C's Corner next Fall, when I
return as the sports editor.

Sports Quiz
Rocky Mountain High! Here come the Rockies
1. Name two teams that all- 6. What famous American
star Dante Bichette played for holiday does Rockie star
before landing in Colorado Vinny Castilla have in com
mon with his birthday?
with the Rockies.
2. How many consecutive
years has Dante Bichette dri
ven in over 100 runs in a sea
son?
3. Where was all-star Andres
Galaraga born?

7. Where do the Rockies
Spring train?
8. How long is manager Don
Baylor's contract secured for?
9. Name the Chairman/CEO
of the Rockies.

4. What other sport did star
Larry Walker excel in?

10. Out of the four Rockie
players, who hit over 40
5. How did the Rockies homers. Name the only one
shrewdly attain the rights to to also have over 200 base
hits and hit over .300.
Vinny Castilla?
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Pacific Tigers: Gop
C. COLTON

Pacifican staff writer

Golden. That's how the year in
Pacific sports started.
In looking back, other bright
spots surfaced. Here's a recap:

Fall

Brad Schumacher, UOP senior,
won two gold medals at the 1996
Olympic Games in Atlanta last
summer. He helped the U.S. to wins
in the 400 and 800 meter freestyle
relays. The win in the 400 broke
the previous Olympic record.
"It's a once in a lifetime chance,"
Schumacher told the Pacifican.
"I'm lucky to have participated and
won
two
gold
medals."
Schumacher is planning to make it
a twice in a lifetime experience in
the 2000 Games in Sydney,
Australia, as he hopes to swim and
play water polo.
Saturdays in the Fall were not the
same since there was no football at
UOP. The football program was sus
pended after the 1995 season, due
to the financial burden it posed to
the athletic department.
Football wasn't the only thing
missing at UOP in September, since
Bob Lee was asked to resign as ath
letic director. Lee, who had been
the AD since 1991, left September 6
to explore his business options in
the Bay Area. Lee, a former quarter
back at UOP and later, the NFL, had
been disappointed by the decision
to suspend
football.
Cindy Spiro, the assis
tant athletic director,
served as the interim
director,
athletic
while the department
searched for a replace
ment for Lee.
September featured
another
surprise
when the UOP
women s volley- £

Brad
Schumacher
wins two
gold medals
for the U.S.
swim team
in Atlanta.

July

ball team surprised everyone by
knocking off, then no. 2 in the
nation (and eventual national
champion), Stanford in a home
match at the Spanos Center. Earlier
that day, The Record had said that
the team's "glory days" were over
and that they couldn't hope to
compete with teams like Stanford
anymore.
"We knew if we came out ner
vous we'd lose," Elsa Stegemann
told The Record after the game,
"But if we came out on fire, we
could win."
Elaina
Oden,
former
AilAmerican at UOP, returned to the
Spanos Center with the USA
Olympic women's volleyball team
to take on the UOP women's vol
leyball squad in an exhibition
match. Team USA thumped the
Tigers 15-1, 15-2, 15-5, and Oden
received a standing ovation
"It was kind of overwhelming,"
she told the Pacifican. "But being
in this gym just fires me up." Oden
later retired in the year from USA
Volleyball.
The women's volleyball team
came up big by defeating Long
Beach State to win the Big West
Tournament. The win allowed the
team to host a first round NCAA
playoff against Arizona, a win.
They advanced to the next round
only to be pounded by BYU.
The first Big West Player of the
Week for the three-year-old
women's soccer program, sopho
more Natalie Dorr scored three
goals in one half and helped the
Tigers to a 7-1 win over Cal State
Northridge. The team was the
main attraction at Stagg
Stadium.
The Big West Tournament
was not as kind to the
women's soccer, as A
they suffered a first /
round loss to UC ^
Irvine.

The men's water polo tPa E
ed1 a big tournament wWkilfs
many of the
nation come to Chris V
Pool. The Tigers broke e, ?
two wins (UC Davis and
and two losses (USC and Sb
but ruined their plavoff rh
Golfer Sean cSSSX
USF Invitational Tournamenl 1. Til
senior from Portugal hopes toil t
a living golfing when he'sdoleva
UOP.
"I'd ^ally like to give it a trvtcA
the professional tour for at lis i
three or four years," he told]l9
Pacifican last Fall.
Le
In field hockey, Jennifer Clant vei
and Karey Knowles were named de
the 1996 NorPac All-Conferei itk
team.
w
Not all battles were won on I 01
playing fields at UOP, as $ fi
Malley, UOP's academic athlier
advisor, overcame a rare form'"
leukemia. Malley, who will ie„
to next Fall, said it started with
intense pain in his lower back;
that he could "almost not walk'

Winter

f

4,0

After losing their opener
Fresno State, the men's basket!)
team began an amazing winn
streak of 16 games, includin
huge 17-point victory
Georgetown.
i,
Senior guard Adam JacoM
went
WC1IL down
VIV vv 11 with a season-end"
knee injury. He then decidedII
. .to play
•--- aa fall*
redshirt in order
son in 1997-98.
.
It was inevitable that the m
b a sk et b3
team's winn

Women's vol
leyball team
wins the Big
West
Tournament
and hosts a
playoff game.

Decembe
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range and Black

would not last forever and it
tned in a game at New Mexico
on February 1.
• basketball team suffered
ier setback on national TV
they were defeated by UC
Barbara on ESPN. The game
lelayed almost 20 minutes
Gaucho fans started to throw
|as on their home floor.
ligers were hot down the
Ih, though, as they marched
iot^evada and won the Big West
lament to secure a bid into
[CAA Tournament. It was the
I's first trip to March Madness
1979.
;re they received a No. 13 seed
irent up against St. Joseph's
•elphia), a team which won
itlantic-10 Conference. The
was a battle, and St. Joe's
lout on top, 76-65. But the
I finished off a great season,
'erything we dreamed of hapCoach Bob Thomason told
icifican. Attendance at home
was up and there were a few
;ellouts.
women's basketball team
lot quite as successful as the
B They had an early exit from
g West Tournament, losing to
to end their season, and the
of senior Kate McAllister,
next year looks promising,
10 freshmen

|ring
athlete
ed
to
a name
fcimself,
fteichert t
UOP's
land ace
baseball
>nd. For
eeksin a

Monty
Owens and
the hoop
squad go on
a winning
streak of 16
games.

player of the week, as he threw 16
and 22 strikeouts, respectively. His
22
K's
vs.
Washington State
set a school and
conference record.
Reichert
will
more than likely be
a high draft pick in
this year's baseball
draft, and he told
the Pacifican, "Hey
it'd be kind of cool
to make a million dol
lars one day."
The baseball team made its
first
ever
Big
West
Tournament behind the stellar
play of Shane Rooney, Tye
Hanseen, Eric Niheu, Kyle May,
Darin Moore, and Joey Camarata.
Three UOP water polo players
were all practicing with the U.S.

Dan Reichert
throws 22
strikeouts in
a game
versus
Washington
State .

Nov.-Feb.
«*»»«%»<» *4* 4 #•!

44k «

team in hopes for a future
spot: Daniel Satchkov, Ryan
Price, and of course, Brad
Schumacher.
The men's volleyball
team hung on at the end
of their season to make the
playoffs, but got spiked by
UCLA. The careers of
Greg
Wakeham
yc
(Ail-American),
y Sam
Crosson,
m
and
Adam
^
George, all came
to an end, but
they
all
I}/ ' improved the fiveyear-old program to
national
promi
nence.
The athletic pro
gram finally made a step
toward a new direction.

Tiger baskethall makes
the Big
Dance with
the help of
Michael
Olowokandi.

as they hired Michael S.
McNeely as the new ath
letic director in March.
McNeely is currently the
director of operations at
the NCAA and, formerly, an
assistant football coach at
the University of Colorado.
"My particular vision
would be that Pacific
would be a nationally
respected
program,"
McNeely
told
the
Pacifican. McNeely will
have his hands full, as it
will be no easy task when
he tackles the issue of
whether or not to bring
football back to the
orange and black.
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Last Saturday's win over the Nevada Wolf Pack helped the Tigers pnm their firstM
Tournament bid. They will face host Cal State Fullerton today in the first rounds

Story inside; See page 29

